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Chapter I
Introduction

CHAPI'ER I
DITRODUCTION
In the mid 1960 1 s, a new and unique phenomenon began to hit the

Hippies, drug addicts, and the rest-

religious establishment in America.

less youth of America began converting to Christianity in unprecedented
numbers.

The new Christians became known variously as Jesus freaks,

Jesus people, and street Christians.

The developing movement became

known as the Jesus revolution or the Jesus movement.

STATE:MENT OF THE PROBLEM

It is the purpose of this study to trace the development of the
Jesus movement on the West Coast from 1965 to 1975.
JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM

The Jesus movement of the late 1960's and early 1970's was a
time of spiritual searching and growth for many of ..d..merica's youth.

The

understanding of how revivals occur is of significant value to the
Christian.

Through this understanding, the church can more readily

develop methods for meeting spiritual needs.
LIMITATION OF THE STUDY

This study 1vill be

l~ited

to the history of the Jesus movement

on the West Coast from 1965 to 1975.

It will further be limited to dis-

cussion of fundamentalist Jesus groups rather than cults such as the
Children of God.
2

.3
DEFJNITION OF TERMS
Acid - LSD, a strong hallucinogenic drug.
Bikers -Members of a motorcycle gang such as the Hell's Angels.
Blown mind - Extreme hallucination.
Come down - To have the effect of drugs wear off.
Commune - A group of people 1iho share living quarters and possessions
through a common motivation.
Crash - To reside temporarily, usually for a night or two in a communal
setting.
Crash pad - A temporary shel teJ:'.
Dealer - Drug supplier.
Dope - Any narcotic.
Drug freak - A person who used drugs.
Grass - Marijuana.
Hassle - to Harass.
Heavy - Deeply significant.
Hooked - Addicted to narcotics.
Hustler - One who lives by guile, usually illegally.
Narc - Narcotics agent.
Pot - Marijuana.
Rap - Talk.
Rip-off - To steal.
Smack - Heroin.
Stoned - Deeply under the influence of drugs.
Straight - One who conforms to middle-class values.
Strung out - Under the influence of drugs.
Trip - The hallucinations and/or feelings experienced by a person after

4
taking a drug.
Trip roam - A place to use drugs.
Underground - Refers to an alternative lifestyle rather than the clandestine
practices.

SOURCES OF DATA
A wide range of literature doctunenting the Jesus movement was
utilized.

In addition to standard sources such as books and magazine

arM.cles, a thorough examination was conducted of the Jesus movement
tabloids.

To explore the music of the movement, a number of influential

recording artists were studied and listened to.

METHOD OF PROCEDURE
The study proceeded in a systematic method.

The origins of the

movement were considered in chapters two and three, with special attention
given to the background of the outstanding leaders.
organized church is evaluated in chapter four.
movement were analyzed ili the fifth chapter.

The roll of the

The publications of the
The significance of the

Jesus movement music and the personalities of those who wrote the :music
were given close consideration in chapter six.

The motivation toward

co:mmunal living within the Jesus movement is discussed in chapter seven.
Several representative c0lllll1Unes are described.

Although the Jesus move-

ment is diverse, several common points of theology are apparant.

The

eighth and final chapter gives consideration to these theological points.

Chapter II
Street Ministries

CHAPI'ER II
STREET MINISTRIES
The Jesus movement, though not restricted by age or cultural
setting, achieved its greatest notoriety among street people.
of God minister David vlilkerson has done the most to
conscience to the spiritual need on the street level.

aw~{en

Assemblies

the Christian

Wilkerson's growing

ministry began in 1958 with the dramatic conversion of Brooklyn teen-age
gang Lord Nicky Cruz.
the

SWitchblad~,

His book about Cruz 1 s conversion, The Cross

and

sold six million copies and helped gain national recog-

nition of "t'lilkerson 's evangelical and anti-d.1"Ug organization, Teen
Challenge.

This book had an unusual side effect in that its Pentecostal

flavor helped launch the Roman Catholic Pentecostal movement. 1
LlliDA MEISSNER
One of the young people working with Wilkerson in New York was
a girl by the name of Linda Meissner.
~ople,

In Duane Pederson 1 s book,

~~

he made a brief and not altogether correct statement of the

Jesus movement! s human originator.

Pederson wrote,

11

As far as I am able

to determine, it began as the Holy Spirit began to work through a gal
named Linda 11eissner in the Seattle area. 112 Though Meissner was not
singularly more responsible for the movement than several others, her

111The New Rebel Cry

Jesus is Coming! 11 , Time, (June 21, 1971),

p. 62.
2uuane Pederson, ~esus People
p. 83.

6

(Glendale:

Regal Books, 1971),

7
influence was of profound importance.
Linda Meissner 1 s story began in rural lt..merica on an Iowa farm.
She drove tractors, milked cows, dressed chickens and grew up in a
pretty normal fashion.

Linda's family attended a "modernist Methodist

church" where she was taught that 11God was somewhere 40,000 miles away
and, of course, the days of miracles were over. 11

Linda 1 s conversion came

through a cr~s~s of my mbther 1 s illness, in which she almost
died, I cried out to God -- 'if there's a God, come to me' -and I had a real born-again experience . . . . As a result of this
I discovered at least one teeny .miracle: I knelf God w·asn't 40,000
miles up in the sky)
Linda Meissner, like many others in the Jesus revolution, was
disenchanted with the established church.

She first encountered vibrant

Christianity in New York City through David Wilkerson and Teen Challenge.
Linda's experiences with New York's street population gave her an awareness of the world of the street that vms not present among many other
Jesus people leaders.

During this period of Linda's life, she became

convinced of the reality of the supernatural.

Linda ivrote:

God wasn't dead after all, the days of miracles were not over,
heroin addicts did come clean, were totally delivered, prostitutes
and skeletons were made into brand new people. It happened a few
times and w.1e saw it happen again and again. It was beautiful. I
was living in a small Book of Acts again in my New York City days.4
After leaving Teen Challenge, Linda went on a religious sojourn
throughout the West Indies, Mexico and Hong Kong.

In Hong Kong, Linda's

burden for America's hip generation became very intense and her dissatisfaction with the institutional church grevL

Linda said at this

3Ronald M. Enroth, The Jesus People (Grand Rapids:
B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.,-1972}, p. 117.

~id.,

p. 118.

'iilliam

8
time, "Something began to happen

to me inside, and as a straight little

darling, I began to turn into a revolutionary."'

It took a direct

visitation from God to get Linda to overcome her hesitancy to leave
Hong Kong.

Her story is one of the few detailed recountings of the

spiritual beginnings of the movement:
I told him I wanted to stay down there and help those people
because they were so sick they c ouldn 1 t go to doctors. Not like
Americans, they have a sore throat or something, they were really
sick. And I thought God could heal them (I wasn't a faith healer)
but I didn 1 t lmow what to do. . . . and I wanted to stay there.
And God said, 'By whose spirit?' In a very distinct manner he
talked to me. He said if you were the greatest speaker in the
world, one person alone could never get the job done. And i f
everyone you prayed for were healed, one person alone could not
get the job done. And he said you come back to Seattle, Washington,
and by yourself . . . be obedient to what I tell you. I will raise
up a mighty army of young people, and you'll go forth and speak
the words of life, and he said they'll all go forth and bring
healing to the people. 6
Believing she had received a direct message from God, Linda
returned

to the United States where she continued to struggle vdth her

spiritual call.

For a year and a half, Linda received constant verbal

messages from heaven.

Finally Linda recalled, 1'trfuen I was really sure

that I had really heard from God and it wasn't any brainstorm, I walked
into the city of Seattle, Washington, alone." 7 Almost immediately, she
began laying the groundwork for the revolution Which was to come.
Linda Meissner began her work in Seattle as a traveling
evangelist.

She spoke in local churches ru1d at school assemblies.

Linda was welcomed into the high schools by principals who were

'Ibid.

6Ibid.
?Ibid., p. 119.

9

discovering that the majority of their students were on marijuana or
harder narcotics. 8 In her presentations she forthrightly singled out
Jesus as the one who could help them kick their drugs and find t..l-te
real meaning of life.

When the students accepted Christ, she would

set up lveekly Bible study groups on or near their campuses.

Linda 1 s

message, in combination with her attractive appearance and charismatic
character, was effective from the beginning.

Everywhere she spoke,

from fifty to seventy-five percent of the audience would accept the
Lord.

Linda further recalled,

outpouring of

11

And of course with this came a great

the charismatic renewal, and I saw massive numbers receive

the Baptism of the Holy Spirit.

Seventy-five, fifty at a time.

One

hundred at a time, whatever. u9
Linda Meissner conducted this type of church and school evangelism throughout 1967 and 1968.
a small following of

11

During this period, she began to attract

street people who had been converted" but not a

contingent of the magnitude that could be considered a fulfillment of
her prophetic encounter.
lievers and formed

~mat

In 1969, Linda took this small band of be-

was to be the basis of the Jesus People's

ArmY·

Regarding this development, she said:
By 1969 -v.re had i.vhat we called the Corps. There can be no
spiritual revolution without a Spiritual Revolution Corps, and
I began to see that there was a little group that began to come
together, to work together. . . . People began to came to me in
that year and say, 1 You are working too hard. Is there anything
I can do to help?' I contacted a few friends I had • . . and
told them I wo~d be at such and such tonight, and they'd pack
the place out.

~dward E. Plmnnan, The Underground Church (Elgin:
Cook Publishing Co., 1971), p. 52.
9Enroth, op-cit., p. 119.
10Ib'd
~ . ' p. 120 .

David C.

10
The year 1969 saw the Sea.ttle Jesus movement
est:ilnation
the

11

like wildfire. 11

ic"l Meissner 1 s

Lincoln High School "t-ms heavily evangelized

Bible and prayer :meet:Lngs became common sights.

An outreach

coffeehouse knm'm as the Catacombs ivas opened across from the Space
Needle.

The Catacombs attracted two thousand ymmg people a i'Jeek and

much publicity.

A munber of communal houses 1..rere fm.:u"1ded during this

year and Neissner published the firs·t edition of the ne-vrspaper
ivas an undergrmmd type give-avmy ne-vmpaper and I<Tas one
of the first Jesus tabloids of its type.
thousand copies was distributed in a most mmsual and
During one of the N orth-vrest 1 s first

rock festivals, a three-day

happeni.YJ.g at Gold Creek Park, 11eissner rented a
dropped all of the first edition on

airplane and

of the participants.

page feat.ured the bearded face of Bud Moegllng.

Bud had been a drug

dealer and a radj_cal political ac·t.ivist before his conversion,
1vas his testimony.

crm~·d

ll

having a field day of

By the end of 1969, the lon5-haired Christj_;:m soldiers
Jesus People's Army

accepted Linda

of elders, and the factionalism, jealousies, end

At

t.:Lme,
of God.

Seattle area.

j..1.'1

the

as their leader.

in 1970, :Linda 1 s position of author:Lty -vras challenged

the JPA

Inside

the papers "tvere falling, street Christian.s 1-rere

throughout the

JPA came to light.

The front.

Hmv--

a handfu1

-vxithin the

joined a

\rJit.h Linda 1 s absence, the

to a group of twenty to thirty charismatic

of

ARTHUR BLESS ITT
In 1965, Arthur Blessitt, a Southern Baptist evangelist, arrived
He Has drtving a black

on the Su:nset Strip :Ln Eoll;yvmod,

truek 't'flth t!1e slogans ::Let 1 s all

Chevrolet
on to Jesus, 11

11

11

God is love, 11

gaudy red paint.

together, 11

nTurn

tu·e y·ou savecl'? 11 painted on the side in

Blessitt, 1 s ascendancy antedated axw other manifestation

of the Jesus Revolution

at least a year .

12

i\.rthur Dlessitt had a flair for shmv:rnanship a:n_d the spectac1:D.ar

that \vas tmmatched by ::my other leader of the Jesus movement.

On one

occasion he chained himself to a cross vrhere he prayed and fasted for
hJenty--ej_ght days.
called

11

This action

1;-;as

prompted i-Jhen Blessitt 1s coffeehouse

His Flace 11 was forced to relocate under pressure from

discotheques and bars.

A.nother time, in an effort to call A.merica to

repentance, he lugged another cross for twenty eight -Heeks on a 3 ,)00
wile hike to vfashington, D. G •

Along the >rJay he pre ached to thousands

&"ld smv- many decisions for Christ.

Arthur is currently

1976 United States Presidential nomination.

for the

Blessitt's bid for the

(January 23, 1976) and in Qhristianity To9-ay (February 13, 1976).
Arthur Blessitt. was born on October 27, 1940 in Greenville,
m.ssj.ssippi.

Greenville vJas pa:rt of the vanish:iJ."1g Deep South and was

the hub of the Delta.
Baptist churches.

12,.,

The core of social life ·Has the f1Iethodist a..nd

In addition to the Sunday mor:o.ing services they offered

- l!..nroth, op-e it., p. 69.

12
rn:Ld't-reek prayer meetings, socials, 2J1d circuit evcJ.ne;elists who preached
old-time religion.

Lrthu:r admits he did not care for the eve.ngelists

who he said ''seemed more interested -iu Hell than in Heaven.''

l'J

~'lhile

..J

1\.rthur Has still a young bo;y-, the Bless:Ltt fmnily moved to NeN Orleans
vrhere A.rthur 1 s dad '\rtlrur 0. lJ. Blessitt had taken a job on the docks
follo-vr:i.11g his return from 'vlorld

II.

He soon got a better job at a

steel nrill and he moved his fa:mily again, this time to Oak Grove, LouisicJla.
T11

Oak Grove, the Blessitt family attended the Southern BqJtist chmch.

One i3unday morning, the pastor, Brother Dew·ey fiercer, .m.TJ.ounced that there
Has going to be a revival conducted by an evangelist from Texas.
time Arthur -vms only seven, but he realized that he was

c;_

sirmer.

At that

In his

book 1:~~E-~~-Qn ~':?,.!_<::.~~~-' Arthur expla:Ln.ed that though his father 1vas not
then committed to Christ,
f!iy mother set me an inspiring ex::llnple. Al1-mys fervent in her
belief, she had been sa.ved j.n the Hethodist church. I Hanted the
ecstacy of the Lord, too. I a.1so felt guilty about curping, ly-ing
to my parents, and not taking St.mday school seriously .J-4
On the first night of the revival, Arthur made an attempt to go
dmm to the altar.

Ho-t-rever, his mother thought he 1-ra.s only cutting up and

she held him back.

On the r,ray hb.me, Arthur convi need his parents of his

serious :intent and they turned aJ:'Ol..md and -vrent back to the church "'{here
Brother l1ercer and the evangelist 1,rere stUl lingering in the parking lot.
There, they led

I\.rthm~

through a simple pra;yer of forgiveness.

scribed his encounter as

11

He de-

a private feeling of quiet contentment. 111 5

Arthur Blessitt led a productive Christian life from age seven to
age fifteen.

13

He 1-v:ri-tes that during t.his time,

Arthur Blessitt,

Inc., 1971), p. 26.
11

-+rb:i.d.' p. 29.

l.S'Ibid., p. 31.

~~~-Q!.:i:_lo__t!esu_s_

HEvery chance I got, Hhere-

(NeH York:

Em·rthorn Books,

'1

1j

ever I 't-Tas , I
I '···-:"'
"c:'·~

:for Christ, le
., ,..

.L·"-i,_,_
·r+.een
v

ye<::rs

., d • p.LO
O.L
•

more to Him every ·1mek

At age

a

God Has

t.ual

Blessitt re,called:

On a
the moon
outside my -v1j.ndm.r, I felt
praying for se::.~en:u:.y.
But it ·r-rotud.l1 1 t come .
with me in a Hay
I couldn 1 t decipher.
~n God 1 s vleH I
vrasn 't really
asked Jesus to come into my heart
forgive me for my
and be
Then He told me to rest
1"<1:i.th
.:md He
gave me direct;i;on, a focus
v-ms calling
.m.e to preach.l1

1826 and is

-vras founded

C011-

body, about

the

vention.

on

the year

Blessitt

Thursday

During his college years Arthur

at

the cotmty jail in Jackson.

was

his
a

for several hours and then released.

black man.
to

the faith. of t-;hese ym.utg man

'rhe first church ·that 3\.r-t;hur

Brookhaven, N'ississippi,

year in

16D.,
J~O..' p.
17Th.'
- ~Q.

con-

s.

to Blessitt 1 s

~ilioui:,

tt

on

.

'
-r:.11

This

14
'Which his Southern Baptist elders referred to as
crack. 11

18

11

the town too tough to

Arthur passed out tracts on street corners, organized a

vacation Bible school, knocked on twelve thousand doors (by his
estimation), held evangelistic meetings, and after six months left a thriving body of believers to a new Baptist pastor.

He felt that in Anaconda,

his ministry of evangelism had been verified by the Lord. 1 9
1'lith his young wife, Sherry, Arthur then headed for a ministry
in Elko, Nevada.

After becoming deeply involved. in a deadlocked battle

against prostitution in Elko, the Blessitts moved on to California.

Here,

on the Sunset Strip, Arthur found his dream-- a "bottomless :mission field.
Thousands of restless and disillusioned teenagers

~1armed

11

the Strip, many

of them seeking an alternative to a middle-class, materialistic life-style.
Arthur gives his assessment of the situation on the Sunset
Strip in his book, T'lJ.!"!led_ On_!o J~~~.

By 1964, the Strip was booming

vrith bars, plush strip joints, expensive restuarants, specialty shops,
banks, apartments and offices.

It was a tourist mecca.

Property on the

Sunset Strip was going for exorbitant prices and the business establishments were making incomparable profits.
hit.

But :i..r1 1965, the youth revolution

As Blessitt tells it:
From the far corners of the nation came an invasion of young
people, lured to the Strip by easy access to drugs, the phony
glamour :Lmage conjured by the movies, television, trash novels, and
the West Holl;,"Wood Chamber itself. The kids, arriving by the
thousands, made it a new ball game. They were 'strange 1 kids, miniskirted teeny-boppers and bearded young men, all anti Establishment.
The chilling word was heard on the Strip: Hippie! 20

18Th.,

p.

52.

Ibid.' p.

67.

J.Q..'

19

20Ib'd
J.

•'

p. 105.

15

As the free flmv of money and tourists began to sink, the Sunset Strip
bec.ame the scene of often violent confrontations between the police and
the masses of drifting youth.
~iith

all of this in front of him, Arthur, 'With his

~"i.fe

Sherry

and baby daughter Gina, found a small apartment in the Jewish section of
Los Angeles.
Boulevard.

The apartment was only a few minutes drive from Sunset
To support his family, Arthur preached a·t revivals in San

Bernardino, San Diego, and as far aT/fay as Phoenix.

21

At the close of

each revival he would get back to the Strip as soon as possible.
Because the kids were searching for something, Blessitt found
that it ivas easier to vr.in souls on the Strip than in :t-tississippi, 11ontana,
or Nevada.
anti-God.

Blessitt had heard that the young people of the Strip were
He found this not to be true.

They were simply against

11

the

rigidity and a lot of the nm1sense of organized religion and the big
churches."

22

Even though Blessitt was under thirty, he still had a lot

to learn about the type of people he "i'ras no"tv 'tvorking with.
time he walked into a trip room, he wore a suit and tie.

The first
When the kids

saw him, they thought he lvas a narc and burst out of the room in a panic.
luter that episode, he sNitched to turtlenecks, phychedelically patterned
shirts, bell bottoms and sandals.

Nex-t came the beads.

the dress of the counter-culture, he also adopted

In addition to

their language.

Blessitt says that scores 'trere brought to the Lord in conversations that
began, "Hey, men, I know you're strung out.

2
lnid.' p. 110

22
Ibid.

But there's a better Hay.

16
Let me turn you on to a trip with an everlasting high.
He loves you.

He won 1 t hassle you.

Jesus, man,

He 111 put it all together. 1123

It soon became evident that street vdtnessing was not enough.
Blessitt became convinced that what the kids needed was a place to rap
among themselves where no one would hassle them, a place iihere they could
have something to eat and drink and hear the Word of God.

It seemed

inconceivable to Blessitt that none of the area churches were filling
this need.

\men the youth started arriving on the Strip there ivere

t-vTenty-nine Protestant, Catholic and Jewish churches in the \vest Hollywood area.

Unfortunately, none of them were having a meaningful effect

on Hollywood's new population.
of the organized church.

Blessitt was outspoken in his criticism

He said:

Churches of all denominations have failed dramatically in
reaching out to the kids. Tragically, most churches are run like
profit-ma.Jr...ing corporations, when the o-nly profit a House of God
should be concerned with i~~.the richness of vl'inning souls, changing
lives, and helping people. 4
Blessitt was finally able to find a building.

It was one small

room of a rundown motel that had been converted into an office building
at 8.531 1/8 Sunset Boulevard.

The room was barely t-vmlve feet iiide but

the rent vras only sixty dollars a month.

Arthur moved in a desk, an old

couch, a two-burner hot plate, a small refrigerator and a beat-up coffee
table covered by a white towel with an open Bible on it, which was used
as the altar.

The next thing Blessitt did ivas to go out on the Strip

handing out cards and inviting kids to the modest headquarters of the
Arthur Blessitt Evangelistic Association.

23Ib.~a..
l

24Ibid.' p. 111.

17
The kids came in numbers that even surprised Blessitt.
nights hundreds of kids would crowd in and out.

Some

Arthur and his vrife

Sherry served soup and crackers as well as the tracts and pocket-sized
Ne1-1 Testaments designed with a psychedelic cover.
a night.

Arthur preached twice

He soon became lmown as the Minister of the Sunset Strip, a

title which he says "became as precious as my certificate of ordination. 1125
It soon became apparent that a larger and more suitable building
was needed.

After a few months of hunting, Blessitt was able to find

a building at 9109 Sunset Boulevard.

The structure was a two-story

affair that rented for four hundred dollars a month.
given the name "His Place. 11

The building was

The funds to operate His Place and the growing

Strip ministry came in the mail through unsolicited contributions.

As

the ministry greiv, a few churches and several individuals supported Bles. .
. t . 26
s1.. tt I s wor.k as a mss1.on
proJec

Ch r1.s
. t.1.an adult s were a1 so very

helpful in providing food for the street kids.
arrived

~rith

At the opening, adQlts

peanut butter, jelly and Kool-Aid.

Arthur called a number

of Je1dsh bakeries on Fairfax and they provided bags of bagels.
were to be a mainstay of the diet at His Place.

The bagels

Blessitt says the hard

bread is a perfect snack for a doper whose trip is wearing off.
The first night His Place was opened,

11

150 kids--hippies, dopers,

bikers, teeny-boppers, drag queens, pushers, hoods, pimps, and prostitutes"
came through the doors. 27

That night there was a problem with the bikers

smoking pot, so a few rules had to be posted.

2
5Ibid.' p. 112.
26Ib.d
1. ., p. 135.

27Ib. '

l.U • '

p. 137.
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No dope.
No alcohol.
3 . No hassling.
h. No crashing.
5. No making out.
6. No guns, lrnives, or chains.
28
Violators would be banned for thirty days.
1.

2.

The success of His Place astonished even Blessitt.

As Arthur

tells it:
Christ quickly won a special niche on the Strip. His Place
caught on with the kids, caught on beyond my wildest hopes. It
became the place to go. It was in. Hundreds trooped through our
door each-eveni.ng. On Friday and-Saturday nights it was so jammed
1re had to empty the crowd into the street every few hours to permit
a patiently waiting new bunch to enter.
Victory after victory -vms won for Him. Not a night passed
1?ithout decisions being made for Jesus.29
For those who -vmre saved at His .Place, Blessitt held what w-as
called the "toilet service. n30

The new converts crowded into the bath-

room and flushed their cache of drugs down the toilet.
serv-ices, Blessitt -vmuJ.d read II Corinthians 5:17,
man be in Christ, he is a ne-v;; creature:

behold, all things are become new."

11

At each of these

Therefore i f any

old things are passed away;

This was followed by prayer and the

ex-doper giving his testimony.
The years at His Place were marred by continuous pressure from
local businessmen who wanted Blessitt off the Strip and the police who
hassled his kids to make him close up.

Strip businessmen lost money when

Arthur would go into the pornographic bookstores to put gospel tracts
between the pages of magazines.
thoughts about going in

1~nen

Patrons of nudie nightclubs had second

they would see Blessitt outside leading

a gang of kids in a Jesus cheer (Gimme a J; Gimme an E; Gimme an S;

28Th ..

J.U.'

29
Ibid.
30Ibid.

p. 143.
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and

so on) . Regarding the pressure being put on the youthful Strip

inhabitants, Helen La1vrenson, in a Cosmopolitan magazine article v;rrote:
The resultant squawk has been less a result of moral disapproval
than of pocketbook pain. Faced with the adolescent invasion, the
solid citizens (or 'property miners') who never turned a hair at the
presence of gangsters, gamblers and strip-teasers, panicked and called
on the police to protect them. Help! Officer! Here come the
teeny-boppers.
Pressured by Strip merchants and restuarant owners to do something about the weekend traffic jam that was keeping away the older
cash customers, the Los Angeles police began harassing the kids by
means of a curfew la~ that says no one under eighteen can be on the
street after 10 P.M. 1
Blessitt attributes the demise of his Strip ministry primarily
to the action of the Los Angeles Sheriff 1 s Department.

The police hassled

the street populace to such an extent that the sidew·alks became intolerable.
This action brought about the mass exodus of street people from the Sunset
Strip to Hollywood Boulevard and other areas.
and tried three times.

32

On

Blessitt himself was busted

June 26, 1969, Blessitt lost a court decision

that would have allmved His Place to continue operation.

The instrument

that brought Blessitt to court was the fine print in the building lease
contract, specifically, the part that read, "no tenant could create an
atmosphere that was not similar to or in concert with that of other
buildings in the :immediate area. u 33 A church 1vas definitely not ivelcome
on the Strip.
It was after losing this court decision that Arthur Blessitt
decided to chain himself to a cross and fast until another build:i.11g
became available.

Blessitt's episode with the cross produced a great

·--------3

~id.,

p. 106.

32Ib'd
~ ., p. 3.
33Ibid.' p. 7.
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deal of publicity and a ntrmber of people accepted Christ as a direct
result.

Among them lvas a man named Bob Friedman, a young reporter for

the Los CU1geles
a book titled
~aptist

H~rald-Examin~E·

~Jhat 1 s

Church?.

a Nice

Bob is a Jew and he "ivas later to write

Je~rish

Boy Like You Doing in the

Firs~

In it, Bob recounts his search for life 1 s meaning

and hOW" he found it ·when his newspaper sent him to ucheck out the nut
1iho 1 s chained himself to a cross or somethin 1 • ,)4
After twenty-eight days, Arthur was rented a building at 8428
Sunset Boulevard.

This location was satisfactory, hOW"ever, the exodus

of street people was rapidly changing the ministry's complexion. By
the smmner of 1971, Blessitt had left His Place in the hands of Mike
Ooten and had gone on to New York.

His Place was altered to become more

of a teaching ministry for those who were already saved.
It is difficult to estimate the nunilier of street kids that
Blessitt helped lead to the Lord.

In his book The Underground Church,

Ed-vmrd Plow.man says, "In tvro years 10,000 decisions (an average of a
dozen per night) had been recorded."J5
the streets is also difficult to know.

The nunilier of kids that were on
In a letter from J. Edgar Hoover

to Arthur Blessitt, Hoover said that in 1968 alone, 170,000 persons under
eighteen years of age were taken into protective custody as runmvays. 36
An Associated Press story said that

11 An

--·------

estimated half-million youths

3L13ob Friedman, ~lh~t 1 s a Nice Jewish Boy Like Yop. Doing :in the
rirst Baptist Church~ (Glendale: Regal Books, i972), p. 2.
35Plawman, op-cit., p. L7.
36Blessitt, op-cit., p. 199.
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between twelve and eighteen run away from home every year. u37 l{any of
those uere ending up in Southern California.
The :mobility of the street kids :made follow-up very difficult.
The churches that 't-Tere unprepared or unwilling to cooperate also contributed to this problem.
churches.

Nevertheless, many did find their way into

Several of these churches will be considered in a later

chapter.
The physical strain of this type of ministry took its toll on
Blessitt and he suffered several strokes.
fight and pray his 1-:ray baclc.

Each time, he was able to

Blessitt 1 s ministry on the Sunset Strip

reached far more people than just those he 1-J"itnessed to on the street
or at His Place.

The publicity arising from his evangelism sent shock

waves around the vrorld.

Lives were changed and hope and truth were given

to thousands of a:iJnless youths

who had run out of places to look.

TED WISE
The Jesus movement did not have a clear beginning in time with
one person or group.
gradually.

Its self-consciousness as a movement emerged

One of the birthplaces of the Jesus movement u.ras the Haight-

Ashbury district of San Francisco.
culture.

This area w-as a mecca of the counter-

In 1966 and 1967, this low-rent area was migrated to by tens

of thousands of young pe·ople.

Among this group was a man in his late

tw·enties by the name of Ted "tvise .
When Ted was seven, his family :moved from his birthplace at
Clearlake, California, across the state to Auburn, one of the old gold
tOi'ms in the Sierra foothills.

Ted gre'tv up in that community with a

22
younger brother and a half sister.

The \'lise family ivas economically

stable and reasonably happy, but they never attended church.
children were not taken or even sent to Sunday school.

The

The only t:i.lne

Ted ever recalls having been in a church was when his grandmother
took him to Sunday school in the small town of Upper Lake ivhen he vms
very young.
Ted completed high school in Auburn and went to Sierra College,
a California junior college.
joined the Navy.

After one semester, Ted dropped out and

He says he joined believing

the military service

offered noble fulfillment for true young Americans.

After completing

training, Ted 'tvas assigned as a seaman first-class to a repair ship
which was sailing for Japan.

He soon became disillusioned with the Navy

and failed to find a sense of patriotic ftllfillment.

Ted became a

hustler a..11d used his "Wit.s to get by using any means possible.

He made

friends -vJi th a boatSivain who was also a hustler and unliked aboard ship.
Ted 1 s nev-1 friend got him transferred to the sail loft where he taught him
the rudiments of sail-making.

This skill enabled him to do favors for

superiors and consequently he ended up with little duty and much liberty. 38
Ted Nas experiencing a real void in his life and in an attempt
to fill it, he tried heroin.
by some musicians.

He '!vas introduced to it at a Japanese port

The quality of the heroin was very pure and Ted didn 1t

try to 't·Tork up to it gradually.

As a result he underwent horrible

'hTetching and visual interference.

He didn't

let this first unpleasant

encounter daunt hi111 and from all appearances, Ted seemed hooked.

38John A. MacDonald, The House of Acts
House, 1970), p. 23.
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Ted's ship was scheduled to return to the United States, he tried to
trru1sfer to another ship in the harbor in order to stay close to his
heroin supply.

The transfer did not come before he i'll'as back in the United

States, but 't>Jhen it did come he fle't-v back to Japan.

Back in Japan, Ted

found his duty somewhat restricted his use of heroin, but he still managed
to be constantly high.
again 1-dthout his supply.

lrfuen his new ship changed ports, Ted 1.vas once
A shipmate soon located a Korean Co:mmunist

junkie for a connection, but Ted a11d his friends 'tvere caught and discharged from the se1~ce.39
Returning to Sierra College, Ted led a wild life

11

raci:ng l'Tith his

friends to be the first and highest on Slnack. 11 40 During this time of
ivild liv.ing, he formed a relationship with a girl named Liz.
long, they discovered that she was pregnant.

Before

Despite their wayt-vard 't·mys,

they both had a strong sense of rightness, so they got married.

They

subseQuently moved into a commune operated out of North Beach, in the
bay area.

Ted 1 s dependence on drugs continued to be very severe.

28, 1961, Ted and Liz's baby Erin was born.

On- .July

To procure badly needed employ-

ment, Ted moved his family to Sausalito where he took a job as a sailmaker.
By this time, serious marital problems were developing.

Liz,

1vho had a strong Christian background, ivas becoming very depressed and
unhappy.

It -vras then that she began sporadic attendance at the First

Baptist Church in Mill Valley.
Sund~

One Smday when Liz attended a women 1 s

school class, the teacher asked if there were any special requests

39
Ibid.' p. 24.
40ibid.

2)-r

for prayer.

Liz replied simply,

11

Please pray for my husba.TJ.d. 11 4l

As prayer vrent up, Ted became more and more a1.vare of the -wrongness of his life.

One night Ted was going to visit a friend in San Rafael.

As he vras about to enter the freeway, his eyes caught a sign 'tfhich read,
11

Go back!

You 1re go:ing the wrong way .rr
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both real and imagined, kept haunting him.

That and many other signs,
His LSD trips had become very

frequent and Ted says the first sharp insight he had to his real self
came while on these trips.

Since his life had fallen to the vilest depths,

he saw himself as a liar, a cheat, and a self -centered sinner.

Although he

realized a need for refor.m, the problem loomed too great to hm1dle.

As a

result of :iJltolerable conditions in all areas of his life, Ted began
reading the Bible.

Bible had

something

to say on the subject of love, bu·G he did not thinl( the Bible

was God 1 s

Trlord.

As a hippie, Ted lme1rr that the

Gradually, Ted 1 s defenses were penetrated and he became convinced of

his sin.

Ted Has already certain that he could not personally

own problems.

handle his

He even realized that in clru.gs he was looking for a way

out of the 1rmrld ra·ther than

2.

r.-vay to handle it.

At this point, Ted came to believe that Christ could not
only spare him from the consequences of the next -vrorld but also that He
could save him from the despair of this life.

Finally, the moment came

when Ted simply prayed and asked Jesus to save him.

In seeking assurance

that he v-ras really saved, Ted found meaning in christ 1 s command to confess
Him publj_cly.

Ted :ilnrnediately began to share his ne1rr faith vrlth all

of his friends.

He also became determined that he must, go to church.

~id.'

p. 26.

l~2Ib 'd

p. 27.

l

. '

The

:rt.d.ll Valley Baptist Church became their home church and Ted went through
the prescribed course of instruction leading to baptism.43
The many young people -vrho had frequented Ted and Liz's apartment
to smoke grass and drop LSD no1-1 became objects of Ted's prayer and concern.
A guy by the name of Danny Sands v1as Ted 1 s first convert .

Danny had been

into everything from drugs to anarchy and he says it was the dramatic
change in Ted's life that convinced h:i.Jn that Ted had something real.

Ted

soon came in contact viith and helped convert a disc jockey by the name of
Steve Heefner and a cigarette salesman and boyhood friend

named Jim Dopp.

In late 1967, this group, Ted, Steve, Jim, and Danny began a coffee-house
ministry in Haight-Ashbury.

They rented a storefront and used it simply as

a place for rapping with street people about Jesus and the Bible.
called this building

11

The Living Room. 11

They

Ed-vrard Plowman, news editor of

Christianity Today was one of the men instrumental in the backing of this
project.

The coffee house lasted for two years, during lvhich t:i.Jne contact

w-as made with thirty to fifty thousand young
meet, Wise and his

co-wor~ers

people~ 4

To help make ends

and their families shared a large old house

'Which they named the "House of Acts. n 45

This \vas to become one of the

first modern Christian communes, and hundreds of troubled youths folmd
temporary rest and many found Christ.
The chain reactions that started at the House of Acts in 1967
represent one of the most significant poin·ts of the entire Jesus movement.
About a month after the House of Acts was begun, a young man showed up,
freaked out on LSD a..nd talking incoherently about Jesus Christ and flying

43Ibid. ' p . 31.

4~nroth,

op-cit., p. 13.

45MacDonald, op-cit., p. 85.
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saucers.

His name was Lonnie Frisbee, and he was a student at San Fran-

cisco Academy of Art.
Jesus as his Lord.4

He moved into the house, quit school, and accepted

6

After a period of growth in the Lord, Frisbee felt called to go
to Southern California to begin a similar rninistr;y.

Frisbee and his

wife hitchhiked dovm. and almost immediately met a :man by the name of
John Higgins who was interested in the same
Frisbee.

tJ~e

of mli1istry as Lonnie

The two rented a small house in Costa Mesa, and their success

was similar to that of the House of Acts.
through and found Jesus as their Savior.

Hundreds of young people came
They soon moved to Santa Ana

where they opened a similar ministry, which -vras called 11 The House of
Miracles. 114 7 Frisbee 1 s departure from the House of Acts was especially
significant in that it marked the beginning of the despersion of The
LivLng Room people and the rapid acceleration of what was becoming a
movement.
Lonnie Frisbee vias also to become closely associated with Chuck
Smith, pastor of Calvary Chapel in Costa Mesa, Californj_a.

It vras pri-

marily through Frisbee's role as youth minister that this church grew from
150 in 1969 to a membership of 15,000 today. L~B
sand were baptized in the Pacific Ocean.

In 1970 alone, four thou-

At the same ti111e, these new

converts -v1ere opening other house ministries in California, Arizona,
Nevada, Oregon, and Idaho, reaching additional thousands.

49

This chain

reaction started, in a sense, w-i:L th Ted 11'iise .

4~nroth,

op-ci t. , p. lL .

4?Ibid.
4BEdward E. Plowman, 'fltlhatever Happened to the Jesus 11ovement ?u,
Chr~stianitl Today, (October 24, 1975), p. 47.

49

Plowman, The. Underground Churc~, p. 45.
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As the chemistry of the Haight-Ashbury district began to change,
the effectiveness of the coffeehouse ended and The Living Room was closed.
The group split up and dispersed into various ministries.

The House of

Acts became Zion's Inn for Girls, established by Kent Philpott, a seminary student from Golden Gate Seminary.
standing leader in the Jesus Movement.

Kent was to become longZionrs Inn for Girls provides a

haven for single girls needing a refuge and is an effective methos of
ministry to them. 50
Ted was hired by a group of officials in a San Francisco suburb
to head a community anti-drug program.
youth outreach ministries.

At the same time he helped direct

For the past fetv years, Ted has assisted

with a group of four hundred and fifty post-college singles at the
Peninsula Bible Church in Palo Alto.5l Ted participated in the 1974
Congress on Evangelization at Lausanne.

His most intense wish is to

become involved in full-time Christian 't·Tork.

Ted Wise is more re-

presentative of the early Jesus movement leaders than either Linda
!-1eissner or Arthur Blessitt in that his current ministry is identified
with an organized church.

5oMacDonald, op-cit., p. 120.
5lPlowman, 'Ttihatever Happened to the Jesus Move1nent 11 , p. 46.

Chapter III
Campus Ministries

CHAPTER III
CAIVIPUS NTITISTRIES

In Berkeley, a ymmg man by the n<:une of Jack Spa.rks 11as influenti~.:-1

in founding the Christia.J"J.

organization -vras established in

~·lorld

Liberation Front, (CJvJLF).

This

April of 1969 by Sparks and a handful

of Campus Crusade for Christ staffers as a crusade front in Berkeley.
The pri:rnary mission of the CltJLF vias to introduce the New Left to Jesus.
To reach this objective, the ClrJLF ·workers 1v-ent 't'ihere the lef·tists

~-rere:

.,

the propagan.da meeti.11gs, the protest meetings, and the campuses ..L
JACK SPJul.KS
Jack Sparks did not grm·r up in the drug culture.
\'vas very straight, a.n.d if anyone had
vias Jack Sparks.

Jack

I·Jas

11

His background

establishment credentials, 11 it

born an Indiana farm boy.

He ea:cned a bachelor 1 s

degree from Purdue 2.:nd a master's and doctorate from Hichigan State.
taught statistics at Penn ,State and it 1v-as
1·Jith Canpus Crusade.

He

there that· he beca.me associat.ed

During the fall of 1968, Jack and his uife and sev-

eral other Christian couples felt compelled of God to minister to the
radical segment of the youth culture, epitomized by the University of
Galifornie. campus at Berkeley.
adopt the culture of t,he street.

Hhen Jack arrived in Berkeley, he had to
In order to accomplish this j he let

~dt.;rard E. Plm·nnan, 11i;'fuatever Happened to the Jesus Hovement? 11 ,
Christianity
Today, (October 2L, 1975), p. !.;.? •
••'••-·---·
._,._,...~w.,~
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his hair and beard grow, lost about twenty pmmds, and began dressing in
jeans and work shirts.

Jack and his associates felt the need to be free

from the Campus Crusade bureaucracy and to develop a particular kind
of literature suited to the specialized ethos of Berkeley.
The primary method of outreach for the Christian

2

Liberation

~..forld

Front -v1as through their ivell-edited newspaper, Right On. In addition to
this, they also operated an underground radio station, organized public
Jesus rallies, printed tracts, conducted personal evangelism, and produced films of the Jesus movement.

Every event that drew youth, such as

the demonstrations against policies of universities or the Vietnam war,
or the mass of youth and autos that jammed hillsides at the Altamont
Speedway when the Rolling Stones appeared, saw an army of Christian World
Liberation Front youth in attendance to witness for the Lord. 3
One of the booklets published by the Christian World Liberation
Front is called

People~

Medical Handbook.

The introduction explains

that it is published by the Christian Revolutionary Medical Committee
and one of the first questions it asks is 1'Wnere is your head? 11

The

booklet begins:
We are part of a cultural revolution. The t~ole world is changing-from the youth up. Most of us have tun1ed the materialism gig down.
ive are building new life styles and a revolutionary culture. To do
it right, we need to knmv- how to keep our minds and bodies going
strong without having to turn to the establishment. That is what
this pamphlet is all about.

;onald M. Enroth, The Jesus People (Grand Rapids: William
B. Eerdmans Publishing Co. , Imy;-p:·lo8.

3John A. MacDonald, The House of Acts
House, 1970), p. 122-23.

(Carol Stream:
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Everything from nutrition to keeping your head straight is in
it. Everything is here to serve the people in the name of Jesus!
Read it and live. Power to the people! Power through Jesus! All
power through the Spirit!
The booklet explains how people can ea·t a healthy diet on as
little as ninety cents a day.

It gives detailed advice on food values,

eating habits, bodily hygiene, and first aid.

It also gives a low key

warning on all co:mmon kinds of drugs.
The revolutionary overtones of the CWLF did not go over well
with Jack Spark's supporters back east.

One man who had been supporting

Jack 1 s ministry extensively told him:
You're cutting yourself off from the good people of America.
The way you live and your hairstyle and your dress and the kinds
of activities that you're carrying on are cutting you off from the
people who are the backbone of this countgy, and I'm no longer
able to support you if you continue that.
Despite objections, financial support comes in and the bills are
paid and salaries are met.

Jack Sparks explains that he has sought "to

adopt the culture and thereby have an increased opportunity to build a
body of believers. 116 His close associates say that his attitudes have
changed as

~~ell

as his appearance and lifestyle.

He used to be very academic and introspective. No more. His
intimates say he is 'for reaJ. 1 not just dressing up to play some
phony role. He is a sincere, humble man of vision, with a sense of
urgency.7
The intellectual maturity of the CiiLF distinguishes it from many
other Jesus movement groups.

All of the policy-making staff are college

graduates; some have advanced degrees.

~id.'

p. 121.

~nroth, op-cit., p. 108.
6
Ibid.

7Ibid.

They increasingly emphasize
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content and instruction and are establishing a tape and book library.
The bulk of mM activities :L11volve the Christian house ministry, teaching
ministries, and the distribution of

Righ~_9n

and other printed materials.

8

The C\iLF supports such evangelistic efforts as the Billy Graham Crusades.
In order to entice students to attend the services of this "establishment
evangelist IT, the

CliiLF formed a

11

Co:mmittee to Investigate Billy Graham. u9

They then chartered a bus to provide transportation to the services.
The gradually evolvjng mood on the university campuses, partieularly Berkeley, was reflected in an article published by the San Francisco Chronicle,

January 3, 1972.

The story v.ras condensed in Right On.

According to the article, by 1972, the era of the mass movements 1'17hich
had nurtured the student revolution in America 1...ras over.

In its place,

students were becoming studious, pragmatic, and even relj_gious.
Former University of California President Clark Kerr observed
that where previously 11 A lot of students tended to reject American history
and society.

Now they are looking around for the good things in Western

tradition they can build on. 1110

He 1...rent on to say that the time of

complete rejection of American values was over.
now

11

Kerr said the kids are

look'ing for the good ideas, the good heroes or the good alliances

you can make. 1111

He was not simply talking about jobs and this vlas made

clear in his observation that there had been a turning toHard philosophy

Sib.,

J.Q_.'

p. 111.

9Ibid. ' p. 113 •
10
p. 10.

rrThe New Mood on the Berkeley Carnpus 11 , Right On, February, 1972,
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and religion.

To give an example, Kerr said, "For instance, all of a sud-

den some students are turning back to early Christianity . . • the real
teachings of Jesus Christ. 1112 Concerning the students he encountered,
Kerr said that they seem to have turned in on themselves ru1d on the small
friendship groups they belong to.

11

And a religious phenomenon has be-

come part of their inward looking trend. ul3
In agreement with Kerr ivas sociolog<J professor Robert Bellah.
11

Religion in various forms had become a very important part of student

culture, n he said.

'11.-fuen students come to me to talk, I get a sense of

enormous intensity and diversity of religious practice on campus. 111 4
Bellah also stated that he could see a much more intense religious experiences that are not drug-induced. 15
The article maintained that the most visible religious activity
on campus at that time was that generated by the Jesus

fref~

groups.

Furthermore, the rhetoric heard on the steps of Sproul Hall had changed
from political to religious.

Professor Bellah explained the religious

phenomena this way:
A lot of people who had come :L11to this have had contact with drugs.
Some of them got badly messed up and wanted to get out. Others
had moving experiences, and now they want to have those experiences
without drugs. Students tend to be saying, 'Get yourself together
first. If you're not together in your head, you won't get anything
done. rl 6

In August of 1975, a serious internal conflict over the question
of discipleship and authority took place 1-vithin the Christian "'lorld

12Ibid.
13Ibid.
l4Ibid.
l5Ibid.
16
Ibid.
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Liberation Front.

Ch1rrch attendance was one of the issues Which led

to an eventual split.

Sparks is fornri.ng a network of small hierarchical

churches across the country called the NEnv Covenant Apostolic Order.
along idth six other fo:rwer Campus

He,

Crusade for Christ staff members who

are mutually submitted in the apostolic band, are giving leadership to
the young churches.

Some of the CWLF workers wanted to attend other

churches but Sparks refused to give his permission, insisting that they
belong to his Redeemer K:ing Church in Berkeley . 1 7
As a result of this conflict, the group split and the name
Christian

~forld

Liberation Front will no longer be used.

groups 1dll conduct separate outreach programs.

The divided

Spark 1 s setment 1-rlll

now be called the Fellovmhip of Rene-vial and Outreach.
on ivriting, house, church, and discipleship li1inistries.

They will concentrate
The larger, on-

go:ing unit of the CtU,F will nO't-7 be known as the Berkeley Christian
Coalition.

It -vr.i..ll be directed by Bill Squires.

Squires has been as-

sociated 1-Tith the Christian i'lorld Liberation Front since its beginning.
'rhe Berkeley Christian Go ali tion will continue to publish Right On,
sponsor The Crucible lect1.rre and educationaJ. program, oversee a house
m:Lrlistry, conduct a street theater group, and back the Spiritual Counterfeits Project.

18

The Spiritual Counterfeits Project is a publication of

materials on cults.
HOLY HUBERT

LTI~DSEY

No report on the campus ministries of the Jesus movement would

17National Courier, January- 23, 1976,
18 Ibid.
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In early

1973, there was a sudden revival among Christians at

Lewis and Clark High School in Spokane.

With some encouragement from

almm1i, the Lewis and Clark Christians started praying and witnessing
with real enthusiasm.

Soon their Bible study group grew from five to

thirty with many new· kids finding Christ.

One morning when this group

vlas in the cafeteria for their before-school Bible study, one student

said that he bet there were a lot of high schools all over Spokane that
were just waiting for someone to get the ball rolling.

Someone else

spoke up and suggested they get together some morning and go over ·to
another school.

A fe1v- days later they all piled into cars and headed

for Ferris High School, -vmere only a few· Christians 1vere active.

This

set a precedent for mass visits to high schools by Christian students,
an idea -vrhich was to be used 1·Tith much success.

22

From this group at Lewis and Clark High School came the idea
of inter-high school meetings of Christians from high schools all over
tmm..

Soon there were students from seven schools gathering together

in evening meetings.

During their meetings, they sang, prayed for

other high schools, traded ne-vrs and ideas, encouraged each other, and
studied the Bible.

The meetings were a core for future mass exoduses on

schools and Jesus gatherings in parks.

23

Though the results of the Jesus movement throughout West Coast
high school campuses were not always as glamorous or visible as on
university campuses, there was probably no high school that ivas not
touched in some way by this spiritual revolution.

2

~!Uth,

23

Vol.
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Ibid. ' p. 11.

No. 3, p. 10.

Chapter IV
Jesus Novement. Churches

CHAPI'ER IV

JESUS

I~()VEHENT

CHT.ffi.CHES

One of the most widely held beliefs among Jesus movement
revolutionaries was that the established churches had lost significru1t
contact with the Jesus of the New Testament.

Church members

~~re

viewed

as part of a lifeless routine of singing hymns, listening to sermons,
paying tithes, and going home.

Little difference was seen between the

lives of church members and the lives of their friends 1-rho never attended
church.

Amid this anti-church atmosphere, there arose a number of

11

hip 11

churches that were able to accomodate the diverse needs and spiritual
searchings of this new breed of Christian.

One of the first and most v.1idely publicized of the Jesus movement churches 'tv-as Calvary Chapel in Santa Ana, California.

In the late

sixties, a Bible study group led by the Rev. Charles Smith purchased
a plot of ground in Santa Ana idth a school building on it.

In 1969,

the present sanctuaFs was constructed where the old school had been.

1

On

a l•lednesday just prior to completion of the structure, a mere dozen
people met for Bible study.

A little more than a year later, during the

summer of 1971, more than a thousand people were coming to the Wednesday
night

YoQ~g

People 1 s Bible Study.

~onald M. Enroth, 'l he Jesus People
1

B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.;-1972), p-~

38

(Grand Rapids:

W"illiam
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Calvary Chapel has probably attracted more of the Jesus movement people than any other church.

"

In 1969, it had 150 members.

Today

it has 15,000 and about 10,000 attend the three SUI1day morning services. 2
The majority in attendance are under thirty-five.

The Saturday night

youth meetings attract betvreen four and five thousand and 2,500 show up
for the Thursday night Bible study. 3 On a recent Monday ~ight, nearly
eight htmdred were baptized.

Rev. Smith dedicates fifteen babies every

Sunday morning and the 1-raiting list is months long.

The nursery has

two hundred cribs and their Christian d;ay school has an enrollment of
six hundred and thirty children. 4 There are plans to build a high school.
The

o~ly

unpaid bill the church has is a mortgage of $300,000

on a mountain conference center and that is expected to be paid off
within a year.

Calvary Chapel has a $350,000 cash reserve

a~d

it

owns $250,000 vJorth of television equipment.5 They have started branch
~~urches

eA~ends

and Bible study groups in other cities aiJ.d their outreach
as far away as Guatemala where they have built a missionary

radio station.
One of Calvary Chapel's major evangelistic outreach programs
has been their monthly rock concerts.

In the summer, their groups play

at the beaches until a crm-Id of five hundred to a thousand ym:mg people
gather.

Then someone preaches the gospel and gives an invitation.

have responded.

Many

This has been one of the church's more Vlidely publicized

~dvrard E. Plovirnan, 1rwhatever Happened to the Jesus Movement?",
Christi~ty To~ay,

3Ibid.

~id.
5Ibid.

(October 24, 1975), p. 47.
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events, featured in both T:Une and Look magazines.

Time reported:

On a cul-de-sac beach at Corona del JI'Iar, Calif. , the Rev.
Chuck Smith recently held another of the mass baptisms that have
made his Calvary Chapel at Santa Ana famous. Under a setting sun,
several hundred converts 'tvaded into the cold Pacific, patiently
waiting their turn for the rite. On the cliffs above, hundreds
more watched. 1-'Iost of the baptized were young, tanned and casual
in cut-off blue jeans, pullovers and even an occasional bikini. A
freshly dunked teen-ager, 1-rater streaming from her tie-dyed shirt,
threi·i her arms around a lvoman and cried, 1Nother, I love you! 1 A
teen-age drug user vrl1o had been suffering from recurring unscheduled
trips suddenly screamed, 'My flashbacks are gone~ 1 As the baptisms
ended, the crowd slowly climbed a narrow stai~v~y up the cliff,
singing a moving Lord's Prayer in the tvdlight.
Calvary Chapel has evolved considerably since 1969.

In the

beginning, one of the church 1 s star attrac·tiions 1-vas Lonnie Frisbee,
Hhose conversion t?as mentioned in chapter bro.

On the nights he preached,

the services took on a nmch more dynamic and charismatic tone.

The mid

1-reek Bible studies 1vere said to be a "fire marshal's nightmare and a
Jesus li'rea1<: 1 s dream.u 7 In October of 1971, Lonnie left California and
headed for Florida and the intensive Bible teaching of Bob Humford.

8

Chuck Smith is ordained by the Foursquare Church and he believes
in the Full Gospel doctrine, but Calvary Chapel's church services are
not charismatic in nature.
no upraised hands, no

11

There are no tongues messages or prophecies,

singing in the Spirit, 11 and no shouted amens.

There

is no choir and only a fe-vr stc-mdard h;y1nns or choruses are sm1g and they
are usually done "lvithout instruments.

People intervie-vred at random said

the main reason they attend is because of S:rnith 1 s Bible

teaching and the

love they sense at Calvary Chape1. 9

6 11

The Ne"tv Rebel Cr-.r:

Jesus Is Coming! 11 , ·r~, (J1me 21, 1971),

p. 61.

7Enroth, op-cit., p. 86.
8Ibid., p. 93.
9Plmrnwn, op-cit., p. hB.
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BETHEL TABERNACLE
Bethel Tabernacle gained national attention as a Jesus movement church thanks to a feature article in the February 9, 1971 issue
of~~

magazine.

The church is located in a slum section of North

Redondo Beach, California.
unimposing.

Bethel Tabernacle's structure is very

It is a squat white church with a

old movie theater seats.

bro~m

linoleum floor and

The lighting is flat and flourescent, and the

altar is just a raised platform supporting a huge rugged cross.

10

In July of 1968, Bethel Tabernacle's congregation was solid,
blue-collar and denominational.

They are not there anymore.

The person

responsible for the new style of evangelistic outreach is Breck Stevens.
Breck 1 s background included rebellion against parents, churches, and
society.

He left home and became a hippie at age sixteen.

He used all

kinds of drugs including heroin, experimented in witchcraft, sold dope
and was finally jailed. lrrnile he v.:ras confined, a woman told him, "Jesus
loves you, 11 and gave him a card directing him to a Teen Challenge center.
Through Teen Challenge he was converted in a Huntington Beach coffee
shop in 1968.
Breck stumbled across a listL1g for Bethel Tabernacle in a
telephone book and decided to visit.

He was very impressed with the

preaching of Bethel's minister, Lyle lri. Steenis, which according to
Stevens included

11

full surrender, holy living, total commitment, fasting,

10
Brian Vachon,
9, 1971), p. 20.
1

11

The Jesus Movement Is Upon Us, 11 !;_<?_ok, (February

~nroth, op-cit., p. 96.

11

prayer, Bible reading, and 1utnessing .n

12

After a few more visits,

Stevens asked if he could bring some young people into t.he church.
Rev. Steenis gave his permission and the next night Breck showed up
at a prayer meeting with t1v-enty kids, most of them on heroin . 13

This

marked a turning point in the ministry of this old-time Pentecostal
church.

It was a change that many of the adult,s

cou~d

not cope 1vith.

Some of the members actually went out into the parking lot and tried to
run them off.
11

Rev. Steenis aided with the hippies and, as he recalls,

I . . . said I was a man of God, but I'd 'tvhip anyone

out a single kid. "l4
ways .

~rho

tried to kick

He further announced, ''Those doors s1.ving both

If you. don 1 t like what 1 s going here, you can leave the church. nl.5

More "than t"tvo hundred did just that.

In contrast to Calvary Chapel,

Bethel Tabernacle's services are highly charismatic.

There is much

praying in tongues and praise with uplifted hands.
From 1969 to 1971, over 1.5,000 kids passed through the church
and Steenis said at least four thousand stopped using heroin .

16

rr~·Jhen

Stevens or Steenis promise a '30-second cure from heroin addiction,
1vith no withdrawal pains,

1

half the heads in the room nod enthusias-

17
tically--knowingly. u
PENlNSULA BIBLE CHURCH
In Northern CalifOlYtia, Palo Alto's Peninsula Bible Church has

1

~-achon,

~v

't . , p . 20 .

op-e~

l.5Enroth, op-cit., p. 96.
l""
a.:rachon, op-cit., p. 20.
17 Ibid.
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integrated the Jesus revolutionaries into the life of the congregation.
For years, Peninsula Bible Church vras a middle -class, coat -and-tie
church.

Hotv-ever, unlike many churches, Peninsula Bible made a specific

attempt to reach the new hippie Christians.

In their efforts, they be-

gan seven Sunday school classes for college students on the Stanford
campus.

The most impressive and visible effort is the Body-life service

held each Sunday evening.

These services include the traditional ele-

ments of congregational singing, announcements, offerings, and preaching.
However, they also include a time of sharing recent experiences, praying
for specifically designated needs and encouragement to ·Lake money out
of the offering plate if it is needed. 18
This concept has helped make the one thousand plus congregation
more integrated and has helped bri.11g about greater understanding between
the different generations of Christians.
used to visit only "tvit.h their
their homes for fellowship.

01-m

}1iddle-age straights, -v;ho

kind, now invite long-hairs into

One of Peninsula Bible Church's pastors,

Bob Smith, aged sixty, says:
The Jesus people have made irnportant contributions to the life
of the church. The most :iJnportant is 1 a note of reality. 1 A lot
of traditional barriers h<'nre been broken do-vm, he says, and the
congregation is friendlier and better off for it.l9
SIERRA 11ADRE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
The Sierra Madre Congregational Church in Sierra Madre, California,
is an example of a church ivhich ministers to the counterculture -v;rhile
maintaining some of the more traditional church functions.
-----·-~-

18Enroth, op-cl.·l,.
· '- , p. lL6
4 •
19
-Plm-nnan, op-cit., p. L16.

~Jhen

Rev.

Richard Anderson arrived to pastor the church in the spring of 1968,
attendance ivas lm.v, agnostics were teaching Sunday School, and the
youth group was dabbling in Ouija boards and seances.

Since then the

church has fom1d a new and challenging ministry to the cour1ter-culture,
and the hippie Christians have brought life to the church.

20

The nearby Sierra Madre Canyon has been a center for the drug
culture for twenty years.

Richard Anderson first reached some of the

kids living there through simple acts of kindness--food, shelter,
clothing, and blankets.

He organized a joint ministry to the canyon

people called Refuge in Jesus, which holds informal Bible studies every
. ht ln
. a publ"lC park an d sponsors spec1a
. 1
n1g

'

concer~s.

21

Sur1day morning attendance at Sierra Madre Congregational Church
has dramatically increased.

The church is filled to capacity with a

mixture of middle class adults, stree·t people, canyon hippies, and
children.

Services are warm and informal.

Anderson says, "People tell

me, and I sense it too, that there is a spirit of love and informality
here.

The~e 1 s

also a spirit of dignity.

awestruck by His presence. 11

God is here and you feel

22

Rev. Anderson is tremendously enthusiastic about the Jesus
movement.

He talks about the great -vrave of the Holy Spirit moving in

the churches and the need for openness to NeH Testament Christianity.
His evaluation of the hippie Christians in his church is a significant
comment on the Jesus movement.

He says:

I compare the commitment of these young people wnom I know
very well with what I have known in young people over a twenty-

20
Enroth, op-cit., p. 98.

21Ib'd
l

22Ib'd
l

. '

p. 99.

. '

p. 100.
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five year period of working "t-dth youth. I am so much more
delighted with the intensity, the ability, the love of Scriptures,
the zeal, the stability, and the gentleness of these Jesus
People. I am so deeply impressed that I don 1t spend time
worrying whether it 1·dll last. 23

23

Ib"d.
. . . , p. 100 ' 101 .

Chapter V
Publications of the Jesus Movement

CHl.\.FTER V

PUBLICATIONS OF THE JESUS Y.OVEMENT
~ig£~ __911,

published by the

Christian

~\Iorld

Liberation Front,

-vms the first large 'tiD.derground Jesus newspaper to appear in the United
States.

It was first seen on Telegraph

The ter:rn

11

to
11

Avenue L~ Berkeley on July, 1969. 1

undergrou.11d 11 is somewhat :misleading in that it does not refer

cla:ndestj~1e

practices but rather to an alternative lifestyle.

'tll1derground 11 or

11

Secular

free 11 ne1vspapers had existed for years and in 1968

there -vmre fifty such papers on the streets.
-vms estimated at several hillldred thousand.

Their combined circulation
The largest concentration of

these nelvspapers was in the bay area of San Francisco.
THE ORACLE

One of the better lmmm U.11clerground ne1vspapers lifas the

Ore.:£±~.

In its heyday, this psychedelic monthly had a:n international circulation
of nearly one hu.11.dred thousand.

2

It 'tvas not aimed at radical politics

as extensively as most of its peers.
filled prin1arily 1vith articles on
religion, and explicit photos.
In

1969, the

Orac~e

The pages of the

seJ~.'llal

2~

w·ere

freedom, dru.gs, anarchy, Eastern

It mentioned Jesus only through profanity.

ceased publication and when it hit the streets

again in the spring of 1971, it tvas proclaiming the truth of Jesus.

~dward

E. Plowman, 11 Jesus Presses Are Rolling. 11
!oday, April 9, 1971, p. 38.
2
Ibid.
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What

Q!?;~iani!X

LB
brought about this change 1vas the conversion of the editor--publisher
David Abraham.

ltbraham Has led to the Lord through

Chris D 1Alessandro.

Before finding Christ, Chris had been a junkie and heroin dealer and
later a follmmr of Krishna.

Chris met David in the Vege-hut, a

Christian health food shop on Haight

Street.

After sharing his three-

:month-old faith i·rlth David, Chris took him home to Ha:t"rest House, a
communal house in Haight-Ashbury headed by Golden Gate Baptist Seminary
graduate Oliver Heath. 3

~lithin

four

totally conmrltted to Christianity.
to move back to him home in
Before

i~Teeks

Abraham, a Jew, had become

After his conversion, he decided

~lashington,

D. G. and spread the

l~Tord

there.

Abraham left, he transferred all Orac:_le rights to the Jesus

people at Harvest House and Chris D 'Alessandro
In a..11. early

Q.~le

foundation and purpose.

~ras

named as nelir editor.

editorial, Chris explained the paper 1 s

new

He wrote:

Greetings in Jesus 1 name! I bless God for the wonderful ministry
he has blessed me i\T:i th. I am the stewa.rd to li:rhom the Oracle has
been entrusted. The Oracle i.Jas the first u..ndergrOUtJ.d newspaper in
San Francisco. It 1vas· dead: for 2 years, but recently God gave it
to us to ressurect and proclaim the glory of His Son. Oracle me~11.s
1
the media by which God reveals hj_dden knoHledge or makes kJ101,1J:1
His divine purpose. 1 God is a supreme being who j_s not in confusion
and has set dmm an absolute divine purpose through the revelation
of His Son Jesus and His 1rrord. \liTe have fou.,nd that stn, and demonic
forces are responsible for ripping off' the vrorld, and 1r1e have especj_ally found it to be true that Jesus Christ offered His body as
a living sacrifice on the altar of the cross, that the centuries of
greed, lust & ftlth that mankind has compiled might be removed. It
has been revealed to us that Jesus did arise from the grave. That
the promise of His literal retD.rn 1-Jith ..His angels ill all His glory
is imminent. The Oracle is God's mouth. This is your paper & His
paper. Please sencrt:estimonies - phot~os ·- art - stories - ideas hm·r to do articles - anything usable to Christopher, P. 0. Box 40358,

-----·----

3Edward E. PloT-nnan, The Undergrollnd Church
Publishing Co., 1971), p. 81:···---------·----·--

(Elgin:

David C. Cook
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San Francisco, Ca. rle are longing to blanket the planet 1dth the
word of God . 1rJrite or call (415) 626-9108 about distribution. Let's
get it together!4
Q!'~:!.~,

For someone used to the old
mind blm;;er.

this change had to be a real

The usual fonnat i·ms a:i.r.led at people vlho -vrere on or had

been on mind trips.

It frequently carried articles dealing with com-

parative religions, but the primary aim was to reveal the message that
Jesus is the only Truth and the only 1rlay.

The Oracle was one of the

more intellectually stimulating Jesus nevmpapers and reading it required
much more concentration than reading a paper lD(e the

~911:..yvJ~_?d ~~~~~r.

RIGHT ON
As mentioned earlier, RieQJ.t
Jesus nmv-spapers.
published.

_Q~

was t,he first of the underground

Right On is one of the fe1-r Jesus papers still being

This Berkeley publication grew from twenty thousand at the

outset to more than one hundred thousand during special campus events and
the area's huge peace marches, vdth an average of sixty-five thousand
most of the time.5
~~!:_ 0~

fulfills a ivide ra..'1ge of needs.

It has directed many

of its editorials, testimonies and cartoons to the far left and the
editor, Jack Sparks, has often enjoyed out-barbing the Hell-lmm-r.n left1-Jing Berkeley

~~;rb.

and poor pay,

~~gq~~~

1rfhen Barb 1 s staff protested 1-rorking conditions

asked publisher Max Scheer in print where he
6
stood on the exploitation of the poor by the rich.
In addition to
intellectually and spiritually stimtuating articles and editorials,

~ditorial, Q~~cle,

Vol. 1, No. 6, p. 7.

)Plowman,

11

Jesus Presses Are Rolling, 11 p. 38.

6
Plmii!Tlan,

~~nd~;E:ground

Church, p. 82.
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~~g!_:t ___2i];

contains movie, book and lecture revie1-m, an occasional

multi-lingual article called

0

Third 1rlorld Libe:r·ation Raps, n and

information reg.s.rding ttmes and places of Bible rap sessions and Jesus
rallies.

The purity and earnest intent of the

~igh~ __,On

staff can be

seen in this article by them called fiHave You Seen Jesus 1Vly Lord? 11
Not 'have you seen hmv far-out us Jesus Freaks are? 1 And not
'have you got religion'? 1 A.nd certainly not 1 are you interested h1
becoming a good American Church]. an? 1 No, the question the Rlght On
brothers and sisters have for you is simply 1 have you seen Jesus-·our Lord? 1
We ask you simply to eonsider the historical yet living person
of Jesus vrith your mind deliberately purged of the bad vibes at'J.d
associations you have picked up from Fellm·J-traveler 'Christians 1
and band-vJagon opporhmists. Consider Jesus the Lord of justice
whose hatred of oppression and sin vJas so complete that he demanded
a full and total reparation and atonement for it all. Consider Jesus
the Lord of love whose agape ivas so great that He paid that
reparation in full with-1B_s ovm blood - the blood of the Son of
God. Consider Jesus the Lord of pmv-er vTho died and paid the reparations but then conquered the death-enemy and rose to ne1v life.
Have You Seen Jesus our Lord? You can, whatever your specific
background may be. Simply come to Him in prayer which means
'talking 1,fith God 1 'idth a recognition of your personal guilt and
inadequacy before God and the universe. Let Him kno1v you vmnt to
turn from the trips which ;you have up to this point made your
1
lord 1 and let Him knm.;r that you really Nailt to }::nN;r Him as your
ne-vr Liberator and Leader. Jesus still says, "Come to me all of you
l·mo work and have heavy loads, and I v-Iill give you. . . . 1 Give
you l·rhat? Peace. Life forever. A family of brothers c>Xld sisters
forever. Joy and love. Happiness. /\.:nd this is just the beginning.
No, it 1 s not a box of 1 easy livin' and problem free mellow· days
e:1lthough there are plenty of those. But when the bad things start
coming down, we have a Father 'lvho really cares an.d His Spirit living
'Hi thin us to bring victory out of every temporary defeat. It
takes time to grmv into full maturity i..11 this Forever-life.
But
Jesus-living-in-you vlill make it happen in a -vmy you never dreamed
possible.
Get to know the Lord today. You can begin to celebrate in the
love of Jesus today. vmat it takes is a radical decislon on your
part. Are you up to it? '!Jie have seen i t and experienced it, and
Jesus looks great in Berkeley people! 7

?Right On Staff, nHave You
February, 1972, p. 10.

Seen Jesus My Lord, 11

~:LEfht o:::,
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'Ehe art and editorials of
Right~!?:'

other Jesus papers.

~:!-J~ht

like the

On 1vere iiidely reproduced by
Oracl~,

has managed to provide

enough scholastic integrity to appeal to the Bay Area 1 s large
university population.
THE HOLLTI100D FREE PAPER
The

~~ll~v;:>9d

Free

faE~r

"t·ras the largest of all underground

newspapers, -w"'ith peak circulation that exceeded one million per month.

8

This tabloid was organized, edited, published, and advertised by Duane
Pederson.

In Pederson 1 s book,

~e~s Peopl~,

he describes himself prior

to his conversion as nthe shy, stuttering farm boy from Hastings,
Mirmesota. 119

Pederson has little in common with the street people

he seeks to reach.
doing magic acts.

For fourteen years, he vms a night club entertainer
During this time he tried drugs and alcohol along

•
I b
-'- everyt'hJ..ng
•
't-n.th
'a ouv
e 1 se. ,10
r-

It -vras 'tvhile "tvorking in a JV'J.inneapolis night club that Pederson
came to lmatv ·[jhe Lord.

A friend of Duane 1 s who had been a singer and

dancer for Lm-r.rence 1-lelk invited Duane to have lunch 'Hith him.

While

they were having lunch, the friend conveyed the salvation message of
Jesus and right there in the restuarant Duane Pederson bo-v;red his head
and asked the Lord to forgive him and come into his heart .

11

After

finding Christ, Duane became involved in a large church in Ninneapolis.

8Bil1y Graham, The Jesus Generation (Grand Rapids: Zondervan
Publishing House, 1971) ~p.-1r,------9Duane Pederson,
10Ib·ct1 . , p. 12 .
11Ib 'd

. l l . , p . 11.
4·

:Jesus_!~op~-~ (Glendale: Regal Books, 1971), p. B.
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He joined a choir and v.ras ir'1vited to be on a telecast.

He was soon

receiving many invitations to speak and entertain at youth rallies and
before long he was on the road constantly.

Pederson soon got the

opportunity to go to a Bible college in the Midwest and it "t>Jas there
that he says,
people. rr

12

11

God began to shape my life for "tvork runong the street

It i'ias also during this period ·t.hat Pederson developed ma11y

negative feelings to-vmrds the organized church.

One tension producing

episode came about over the issue of mixed bathing.

When Duane was

grmvi_ng up in Minnesota it -vms corrnnon practice for boys a11d girls to
~tim

~fuen

together in the lake.

practice was not acceptable.
had been going to the city
found out about it and he

he got to college, he found that that

During the surmner term of college, Duane
pool for a daily

~m.

tihen his classmates

refused to quit swinmting, Pederson ivrites,

"I was practically ostracized by virtually everyone i-Tho vvas there for

13 Later, :in the fall semester, Pederson 1-ms refused per-

the surmner. u

mission to -vmrk in ·t;he church he 1ias attending because he had been
a11 entertainer and the pastor wanted to observe him for a while before
they entrusted him with any responsibility.
Pederson admits that these experiences hu.rt him deeply.

It

was not long after these events that Satan got a hold on his life and
he began cheating on his exams.

He was soon expelled from college and

shortly after that he left the ¥ddwest and headed for California.

In

California, Duane sustained himself by perforndng at school assemblies

and other engagements.

12
Thid., p.
1 ':{

-'--'Ibid.' p.

So.
51.

During this time he kept praying that the Lord
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would use him :I.n some significant way.

This was Pederson's condition

when he returned to Hollywood to perform as Ollie Baffle on a children's
television show.

One day in late October, 1969,

street kids selling the

[~

1men

he noticed some

!Tess and other undergrom1d newspapers

on Sunset Boulevard it came on Pederson in a flash that

11

there uere

no undergrm:md papers preaching the truth.

Not a si.11gle one . 111 h At

that time, Pederson had not heard of either

Righ~

Seattle based

Agap~.

Q.!.!: or Linda Neissner 1 s

1rJithin three days, Pederson had the first ten

thousand copies of the

!i_oll~~od ?r~ P~

printed and passed out.

Duane handed out all of the first ten thousand copies by himself and he
said, "Very few people refused to take the paper.

And nobody dropped

tjhem on the sidewalk. ul.S
Pederson's first editorial read:
Hollywood Free Paper supports and seeks to propagate the
teachings of Jesus Christ. 'I' he only reason 1,;e do t.his is because
vre have already tried almost every means to reach God that man
has thought of and at the end of this search turned to the One vlho
1
said 1 I a.rn the 1-my, the truth, and the life. 1 He also s
I
am cor-;e that they might have life, and that they might have i t
more abundantly. 1 (A full, complete and exciting life. )
1'1hen you come to the time in your life that you have tried
everything else and Hant to really start living on a11. eternal high,
but you 1 re not really sure if God is fo:c real and that He loves you
and wants for you to discover that love . . . Just try this-Say .
'God, I don't know where You are, but if you are and can hear me
right nm-J . . . even though I 1m not sure •~hat it is all about . .
if Jesus irJas right and is the 1..1ay to lmovJing You, I invite You to
make Yourself real to me. I make no promises, but I do Hant to
experience Your Spirit. I need you!
Thatl s it. The rest is up to God. 1Too simple, 1 you say .
ltfell, if you want that to be your hang-up . . . that 1 s your
hang-up. All we can do is tell you v.re 1ve experienced it. It
has changed our lives.
ll~TERESTED? 1rc1RITE: FREE PAPER, BOX 191.+9, HOLLY\tlOOD, CALIF.
90028. 16

------lhib'd
l

•'

p. 7.

lSibid., p. 22.

16

Ibid., p. 21, 22.

doubts about whether or not people would read the paper but within a
couple of days his mailbox was

fu~l

lmm..r more about Jesus Christ.

Ivlany of the responses -v1ere scrawled

of mail from people wanting to

in pencil on scraps of paper but the basic expression was,
Jesus Christ is really for real, man, I vrant to lmovr more.
to rap I·Jith you about the guy.

vfuere can we meet?

\.Jhen?

11

If your

I'd like
Are you gonna

have another paper? 111 7 The magnitude of the response thrilled Duane,
but it 'tvas also some1-rhat frightening.

Pederson not only had the respon-

sibili ty of following up on those seeking Christ but he ivas also
obligated to print another edition.

The funds for printing the next

fevr issues came primarily from Dua..TJ.e 1 s job as an entertainer.
mentioned, ten thousand copies of the first issue were printed.
second issue was fifteen thousand.
the fourth was thirty-five thousand.

As
'Ehe

The third -vms tw·enty thousand and
The fifth issue came out on

New Year 1 s Day and they -vrent all out and printed one hundred thousand

.

copJ.es.

18
The :intellectual and cult,ural level of the

has never been very high.

~~~~yw9od Fre~ __Pa;eer

Pederson admittedly gears the paper to the

junior high and high school age bracket.

He phrases his articles j_n

what he supposes to be the language of the street.

The paper contai.t'"'ls

a lot of ·w-hite space, large t;y-pe, and art work made with broad-point
pens.

The message is the simple gospel, usually in short sentences.

The paper advertises Jesus rallies and celebrations, and encourages

17Thid.' p. 25.
18Ib'd
l. J. ., p. 27.
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people to tcl{e advantage of the Jesus people training programs such
as those held at the
The

Holl~rvrood

U1CA.

HollJ~oo~~~~~E

often used headlines feattrring

key social issues to attract the reader 1 s eye but then avoided the
key issue.
Moral Is

One headline written during the Viet Nam v.rar read, nr-Iov<

~var? 11

Rather than giving a thoughtful Christian analysis of

the question, the article read:
Nobody digs war. Pain and suffering are not cool, that's for
sure. But the really weird thing is that ever~one is responsible
for "tvar. Nope. ~le're not talking about Vietnam, we're taJJdng
about personal warfare inside of the individual. Dj_g?
Most people are right in the middle of a super-heavy battle
right now. That 1 s right! But it 1 s happening inside of them.
Sure, they might shoot off their mouths about hmv immoral the '·t-rar 1
is and few 'ttill deny that fact. But, they've really got no
platform to gripe. Not until they get their o1vs personal war
worked out inside their heads. Get the poj.nt T/
Another headline led ;;.Ji th

11

Release the Prisoners 11 but

it too

was a jumping-off point for evangelism.
It's really a bummer ;;-vhen you flash on to the fact that we 1 re
o~l really born prisoners.
vlhether ive dig it or not, 1ve 're all
slaves to our ego-trips, Yea, that 1 s right! He 1re born behind
bars and the frecl~ thing is that most of us prisoners end up buildi..l'lg bigger prison 1-mlls every time we try to escape. 20
Despite Pederson 1 s lm·T opinion of the organized church, it vras
through the financial assistance of Holly1;vood's First Presbyterian
Church that Pederson ivas able to publish the first fe">-J issues of his
paper.

The union betvmen the ?_9llyvmod

Christianity did not last long.

Fre~-

Paper and organized

The church 1 s main objection v:ras to

the paper's shallow and simplistic treatment of the gospel.

21

Despite

19HollJ!rood_.Free ~ap~, Vol. 3, No. 10, p. 2, col. l.
20

Holl;y:tv,££<:'1 Frer::yape!, Vol. 3, No. 6, p. 2, col. l.

~onald M. Enroth, The Jesus People (Grand H.apids:
B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., l972)~- p. ?'5'":·2

~ll'illiam
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the

!;!~11~~ ~!'ee._ Pap~ 1 s

other Jemts newspaper.

shortcomings it reached more people than any

It had subscribers in every state and in a

number of foreign cotmtries.

It w·as published in eleven California

cities and in Tucson, Denver, Detroit, Hinneapolis, St. Paul, Kansas
City, Chicago, Cleveland and Raleigh, N.C.
TRUTH
California "t·tas not the only -cvest coast state 1-Jith successful
undergrmmd Jesus tabloids.

In 1969, a thirty-three year old nominal

Christian in Spokane named Carl Parks o-ras having an internal struggle
because he did not know God better.

Parks was a fairly successful

sales executive vdth five yo1n1g children.

In recalling his feelings

of spiritual emptiness, Parks explained:
There just had to be more to life than vJhat I "t·Tas experiencing.
I began to pray a lot, and I soon knew it had to be all-out consecration or nothing. Then I sensed that God wanted me for some special
v.rork. In January, 1970, I quit my job. I studied the Bible intensively from early :morning until night for a solid month. Finally
I locked myself in the study for three Heeks to seek God, to really
lmov.r Him. I fasted; I prayed; I read the Bible; I asked Him for
the power of His Spirit; I sought cleansing ru1d forgiven~~s. When
I came out of that room, I -vms totally committed to Him.
At that time, Parks had never heard about street Chris·Gians.
Then on Easter of 1970, Carl visited Seattle and met
marching in c.elebration of Christ's resurrection.
for three days and then returned to Spokane.
in Seattle, Parks said, "I'd

h1h~dreds

of them

He visited 1vith them

About the street Christians

searched ten years for this, I had seen

it in the Bible but not b1 the churches - the love of God pouring through
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people.

God used hippies to shm,r me. 1123

Going back to Seattle, Carl

got t1vo dozen converts together and spent 1>1eekends v-d tnessj.ng with
ymmg Christian activists in Seattle !streets and coffeehouses.

In

June of 1970, Parks led his converts from Spokane and a contingent from.
Seattle to Shadle Park in Spokane for a vreek of outdoor meetings.

Be-

fore going to Shadle Park, they stopped at High Bridge Park, a hangout
for three hundred pot smokers and social dropouts.
witnessed and sang.

There they preached,

Carl said, rrlfle really freaked out those hippies, 11

but about fifty of them accepted Ghrist that day and many others made
decisions at Shadle Park.

2

4

Using Linda 1'1eissner and the Jesus People in Seattle as a pattern,
Parks and his nev-rly saved friends opened the "I Am" coffeehouse a.11d seven
comrrnmal houses in Spokane by the end of 1970.

In addition to the houses

in Spokane, Parks and his friends opened houses in

~ralla ~.Valla

and

Yak:iJna and across the state line in Coeur d 1 .Alene and Levdston, Idaho.

In October, 1970, Parks lam1ched the first publication of

!~th.

The first month's printing consisted of twenty thousand copies, but just
three months later circulation had reached one hundred thousand.

2

5

L1

a type of underground strategy, Linda Heissner :merged her Seattle based
A.o-ape into Truth.

--~-

---

Truth became the most significant Jesus publication

j_11 the northwest and one of the best papers of itjs kind in the nation.
Less than six months after publication began, !ruth had subscribers
in thirty-six states and several foreign countries.

A high school

student in Philadelphia ordered one hundred copies monthly to share

23Ib'd
~

.'

2Lfrbid.

25 Ibid.

p. 86.
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with his fellow students.

An

electrical engineer hat!.ded out one

hundred copies per month to students at Princeton University.
Tr~rt!:J:

1"as not distributed free of charge.

a twenty-five cent donation.

It l·ms given for

In mid-1971, this procedure

~ras

bringing

a return of about t1v0 thousand dollars, which provided enough revenue
to publish one htu1dred thousand copies of the next twelve to sixteen
page edition.

The paper is printed on a low-bid basis by the daily
26
neuspaper at Coeur d 1 Alene.
Truth is printed in two colors 0f ink,
carries a idde selection of good pictures, and includes more news stories
about the nationwide Jesus Movement than any other underground tabloid.
The main thrust of Truth is personal evangelism, but it also contains
many genuine news stories.

The July 1971 issue included articles by

1-lilliam Willoughby, who has written for Christianity Today.

Two years

later, in the paper's May-June, 1973, issue, the lead article was a
very scholarly report of Billy Graham's South Africa crusade. 27

A typical

!rut~

article aimed at the counter culture is "The

Parable of the Parsley and the 1\.capulco Gold. H
To what can 't·Te compare the Kingdom of Heaven? . . . Do you
smoke dope? Have you ever smoked bad dope? You know, full of
stems, maybe mixed ~nth parsley and catnip. Yeh, you burn your
throat, and the only way you can get high is hyperventilating.
Let's say you just bought a lid for fifteen bucks. Bad dope.
You 1 re sitting there, puffing OJtmy. Maybe you 1 re getting a little
bummed out because it 1 s a burn.
I come tripping up to you, and I have a big sack of Acapulco
gold. Say it 1 s one of those plastic garbage sacks full. And I
say, 'Man, if you 111 just thrm" down that lid, I 1 11 give you this
Acapulco gold, free. It 1 s already paid for, but the only vmy you
can get it is to throw do1"11 your lid.

26
2

rtid.' p. 87.

7~~~th, May-June, 1973, p. 3.
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What would you do?
>,vell, that! s what Jesus is saying to you. He 1 s just, saying,
1
M:an, if you 1 re getting a li·ttle tired of your trip, of getting
burned. If you just give up your trip and accept My life, I'll
give it to you free ~dth all the love ru1d all the joy and all the
peace that comes with it.
You know, only a fool "T;·muld smoke parsley -vrhen you could have
Acapulco gold.28
As might be expected, public reaction to Tr-uth has been quite
varied.
the

Some Spokane citizens complained to the city council

that

Bible-toting street Christians 1v-ere too aggressive and an embar-

rassment to the city.

One lady wrote :in the letters column:

Though I am in full agreement 1nth your goals, I am very distressed by your street vendor methods. I can certainly understand
your zeal, but is this really the ivay to reach t"t-Tentieth-century
man? . . . >,my use .methods and symbols ivhich are flatly rejected
by, and are an offense to, the .majority of those contacted?
Busy shoppers don 1 t appreciate strangers bugging them to talm a
paper they won't read and pestering them v-rith e.mbarrasing
personal questions. Are there no better -vrays to get the message
across? . . . I am thrilled at the lives Christ has transformed.
I only pray that you eager youth v.rill not forget that intelligence
can be dedicated to God and used for hDn as well as enthusiasm.29
The letter column also sa1v many letters in support of Tntth and
its distributors.

One man wrote:

IoTas visiting in you:c city last 1-veek and as we were w·alking across
the street we were handed a copy of the Truth by a very courteous
young lady lvho asked us about Christ and-if we were saved. 1/Ie were
very glad to tell her hurriedly as i-Te 1r1ere on our 1-ray shopping that
·we were and have been for many, many years. . . . I "t'"iatched others
contact men and women as they w·alked the streets and felt asharned
of the little zeal that I have in don1g personal soul ~Vinnjng for
Christ.30
}\,. reader in Champaign, Illinois "t..;rote:
One boy read t.he first
limnediately!

11

Praise God for Truth!

article and turned his heart over to Jesus

This paper has been reaching

m~1y

people and its message

28E
'h , op. cl't ., p. 12'4, ~c
nro~
i~.
2

9Plo1~an, ~he gnd~rground Church, p. 87, 88.

30Ibid., p. 88.
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is pm-mri'ul. n 31
CONCLUSION
The four ,Jesus papers discussed in this chapter represent the
best knmm of the west coast Jesus tablo:i.ds.
style.

·~;rere

Na.11y of the differences

the papers attempted to meet.

They varied in format a.TJ.d

necessitated by the divergent needs

The underground presses rolled off many

journalistic mistakes from the pens of ymmg men and 'tvomen.
these nmv Christians often

kl1e'l-J

Although

little abou:t, vJTiting and little about

theology, they kr1ew much about a life-changing encounter "ttith Jesus and
His Holy Spirit.

31Ib'c."
~

'.'

p. 89.

Chapter VI
Husic 0f The Jesus :tviovement

CRAFTER VI

:t<IUSIC OF Th""E .JESUS MOVE1'1EN1'
In

196L, tllo Dc:a.tles landed in the United States.

With them

came a brand of music ;,rith more decibels than anyone had heard to date.
Their beat 1vas agressive, their platform actions l·Iere 1-vild, and their
appearances -vrere radical.

Hillions of kids bought the -vrhole package a..'1.d

the Beatles became an expression of identity and a means of reflecting
dissatisfaction 1vith tradition.

Following closely behind the Beatles

came Nick Jagger end the Rolling Stones .

1

The Stones were even vrilder

and cruder than the Beatles and with them came a thorough entrenchment
of hard rock.
Neanwhile above the beat of the drums came an old and familiar
sound:

the folk song.

Young idealists and left-oriented

dissenters

were discovering they could take their shots at the establishment 1vith
straightforeward lyrics.
music of Bob Dylan,
and Pete Seeger.
FlovTers Gone? 11 and

Sensitive thinking youths w·ere turning to the

~-Foody

Guthrie, J·oan Baez, Peter, Paul, and 11ary,

Songs li.tce
11

11

Blm;rin 1 in the 1\find, u rrvJhere Have All the

Eve of Destruction" 1vere cap·l:;uring the attention of

many dissatisfied youths.

2

rrEve of Destruction" w-as written in 1965

by P. F. Sloan and recorded by Barry NcGuire, vlho was later to become
a Christian.

Its lyrics

read~

~dward E. Plowman, The Underground Chtrrch
Cook Publishing Co., 1971) ,p--:9c:---~---2Ibid.
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(Elgin: David C.
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Eastern vmrld, it is exploding
Violence flar~1g, bullets loading
You're old enough to kill
But not for votli1g
You don 1 t believe in 1-rar
But vThat' s that gun you 1 re toting
And even the Jordan River has bodies
And you tell me
Over and over again m:JI? friend
You don't believe
We're on the Eve of Destruction.

float~1g

Can't you understand -vtnat I 1 m tr~g to say
Don 1 t you feel the fears that I 1m feeli.11.g today
If the button is pushed
The~e 1 ll be no rmL11.li1g away
There'll be no one to save
vlith a 'tvorld li1 a grave
Take a look around you boy
It's bound to scare you boy
And you tell me
Over and over again my friend
You don 1 t believe
We're on the Eve of Destruction. 3
In the mid-sixties, Bob Dylan led others li1 tying the spirit of

folk :music to the beat of rock music. 4 'VJhile the youth vrere being
brought together through music, t.he gap between them and those over
thirty -vras being widened.

Nost adults preferred to stick lv-:ith the likes

of Perry Como and Dean .Hart,:i.n, and even the sound of the new folk music
did not gali1 much support from them.

The structure of folk music was

uncomplicated and the melodies were catchy, but the lyrics often offended
conservative minds.
In 1966 and 1967, a new· and even harder style of rock music be-

came prevalent.

It was lmo-vm as "acid rock" and it often accompanied

the use of LSD. S Acid rock reflected the mli1d trips that countless young

---·-----·---

3Barry HcGuire, "Eve of

l97Lt).
11 -1
.P

owman, op-CJ.v., p.

Sibid.

'.!...

95 .

Destruction, 11

~~~h ten UE (Waco: l'Iyrrh,
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people were turn:i....'lg on to.

From coffeehouses in Greemiich Village to

Fillmore "'V'lest in San Francisco, it was all about the same.

Kids were

having their minds teased with strobes, vmirling colors, and flashon films while screaming, pulsat:ing sounds filled their heads.

Many

s:inging stars turned on to acid 2nd drugs took the lives of Jirni Hendrix
and Janis Joplin.

6 Speed and heroin virecked the lives of many others.

Pro-drug songs made the Top
the thousands.

40

lists and rock festivals drew kids by

The rock festival in Monterey led the way in 1967.

In

1969, 1?oodstock caught the headlines -viith stories of "Drugs, sex, protest,
violence--and rock:

all part of the same bag. 11 7

The thrill of the big rock festivals ended in tragedy at the
Altamont speed1.Jay near Oakland, California.

8

The Roll:i....'lg Stones ivere

performing the concert Nhich 1·Tas also being made into a movie.

The

Hell's Angels motorcycle gang had been hired to keep the peace.

As

the cameras rolled ru1d the bm1ds played, a group of
killed a boy next to the stage.

Hell's Angels

The Atlanta International a fevJ mon·t.hs

later 1v-as a last big attempt at this t;y-pe of festival.

.Moods iv·ere

changing and feeli.t"'1gs of despair and meaninglessness were growing.
title of the movie about the Altamont festival projected

The

these feelings:

"Gimme Shelter. 119
By this time the Jesus movement was accelerating rapidly.

Even

at the Altamont festival, scores had been introduced to Jesus by members
of the Christian Horld Liberation Front.

6Th J.a.
..
7Thid.

8Ibid. , p. 96 .
9Ibid.

At a festival in i'lest Palm
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Beach, Florida, forty thousand turned out to hear the Stones, Janis
Joplin and the Jefferson Airplane.

Thanks to advance pressure on

promoters, they also got to hear Arthur Blessitt tell about Jesus.
Blessitt

~rras

free to speak from the stage 1vhenever he w<mted to.

told the audience, "you may look more like those

~rino

He

heard the Sermon

on the 1'1ount than any group of people since that day. 1110

Blessitt

Has introduced to the crm.;rd by Gle1m Schwartz, lead guitarist 1-Tith the
Pacific Gas & Electric

Company.

Schwartz told of his hang-up on drugs

and the revolution that took place viithin himself when he accepted
Jesus a yaar and a half earlier at Blessi tt 1 s gospel club, His Place.
Blessitt set up a gospel tent at the Florida festival, and from the tent
ti-TO hundred Jesus people ha...nded out tracts and psychedelic Nevr Testaments
a.nd sandHiches.

It vras estimated that three thousand yow"1g people found

Jesus as their Savior.

11

J~SUS

ROCK FESTIVALS

Sooner or later it had to happen and in July of 1970, one of the
first big Christian rock festivals was held.
11

Svreet Jesus, Roll Avray the Rock Concert. 11

12

It was billed as the
The Love Song was one

of the favorite groups through the five-hour song fest.

Ted \iise told

how· he had found life's meaning in Christ and Black street preacher
.U Hopson laid dmm some heavy Gospel.
rock festival:

Two firsts 1vere established for a

nobody required medical treatment and half the police

force stationed nearby went home early.

After the concert, volunteers

10
The Right On staff, 11 Blessitt Blesses Rock Fest, u
Peol~~- (Valley Forge:-· Judson Press, 1971), p. 48.

11Ibid.
12

Plo-vnnan, op-cit., p.

94.
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from Peninsula Bible Church in Palo Alto conducted a massive clean-up.
lvhile ·the movement did develop a number of premier musical
figures, virtually every coffeehouse and Jesus people church had its
mm special performers.
festivals.

The better groups 1vere invited to the Jesus

Some of the groups featured by Duane Pederson's Jesus

rallies included Pheonix Sunshine, Harvest Flight, Dove
Philharmonic, and The Open Door.
"t<irere jazz-style pianist
co:mbo, Ron

13

Sounds,

A couple of other top performers

Tom Howard of Min..neapolis and the hard rock

Salisbury and the J. C. Pmver Outlet.

Salisbury was a

:nazarene college student and he vJas considered to have had a mature

11
understanding of the possibilities a~d needs of the Jesus Revolution. ~
Calvary Chapel sponsors a large number of Jesus rock groups.
best among them are the Love Song and Children of the Day.

The
Calvary

Chapel now releases their mm records under the "Maranatha! n label.

LARRY NORivlPJIJ
Of all the Jesus movement singers, probably the most 1-Jidely
known has been Larry Norman.

Larry had a successful popular

si.~ging

career that included the million seller, 1T Love You 11 v..rith People.
vJhen the group later split up, Larry, who had been lmdergoing a
spiritual crisis, vovred he would sing for Christ.
sung

Larr;J Norman not only

but he also wrote, and he rose rapidly as the poet laureate of

the Revolution.

The songs he wrote contained an incisive 1mderstanding

of the youth culture.
people.

They reflect some of the key beliefs of Jesus

One of these convictions is that these are the end times, and

13Ronald N. Enroth, The Jesus People (Grand Rapids:
B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.,
lL!rbid.

1972),

p:~-

1i1Tilliam
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,Jesus is soon to return.

Larry: s song

11 I

Wish 'vle 1d All Been Readyn

:mirrors this concern.
Life vJas filled vlith guns and 11Tar,
And everyone got trampled on the floor.
I wish vre 1 cl all been ready.
Children died, the clays grew cold,
A piece of bre:.:•.d could buy a bag of gold.
I 1,;;ish we'd all been ready.
There 1 s no time to change your mind,
The Son has come
Jl•.nd you 1 ve been left behind.
Man and -vrife asleep in bed,
She hears a noise and turns her head;
He's gone.
I 1v:i..sh 1~e 1 d all been ready.
'I'i,;;o men -vralking up a. hill, one disappears
And one's left standing still.
I 1vish we 1 d all been ready.
The~e's no tLme to change your mind;
How could you have been so blind?
The father spoke, the demons dined
1~
The Son has come and you've been left behind.~""
Larr;y Norman's songs have not all gained a place of esteem among
establishment churches.

His song

11

Right Here

jn

A.merica 11 gets to the

heart of the Jesus movement's anti-church sentnuents.

It is concerned

vcith persecution of Christians in Cuba, Russia and China, but the
real point is:
And to think it might happen right here in America.
I know you think it 1 s not true,
But it 1 s happening to Christi9ns right here in An•erica;
1-fait till it happens to you.lb

l5Larry Norman, 11 I itJish l-:le 1 d All Been Ready, 11 !~1e New ~~le
Songs, Vol. ~ (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1972), p. 97.

16tarry Norman,

11

Right Here in America, 11

One Way Records, Inc., 1972).

~t;;::?~l.

(Van Nuys:
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The specifically anti-church l;y--rics are as

follo~rs:

I'm not talking to congress or you politicians,
Or Panthers, or Muslims, or Nixon, or Birch
I'm addressing this song to the church!
Gause I've been in your churches and sat in your pe-vm
And heard sermons on just hov1 nn:wh money you 1 11 need for the year;
And I've heard you make reference to rlJ:exicans, Chinamen, Niggers,
and JevJS;
.!tt"ld I gather you vdsh we would all disappear.
And you call yourselves Christians
TN.hen really you're not.
You're livjng your life as you please
If you're really a Christian
You 111 put do-vm yourself
And folloH Hherever God leads. 17
Thj.s smg also touches on the viability of the Jesus movement 1 s underground church.
There 1 s an undergrou.11d church,
_a._nd it 1 s following Jesus,
tmd helping to meet people's needs
But we don't have time to build nice little churches-Besides we don't need to-We1re holding our church in the streets.
\'le are passing out leaflets and underground pamphlets
From Buffalo to Monterey
And vJe 're talking about Jesus
And all of a sudden,
11\l'e 1 re arrested and taken away.
So I ask you, funerica
~~ere do you stand?
vlell I pray that we Christians
Will get off our sofas
And stand up for what we believe.
The time is too short
And Christ is returning
lS
We'd better get ready to leave.
Larry Norman was perhaps the :first rock artist to record Christian
music on a major label such as Capitol Records.
coining the term

l?Ibid.

18 roid.

11

He is credited t.vith

Jesus rock" and dev-eloping the hybrid sou.11d that
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In a review of Larry 1 s first

balances rock music vli th reverence.
Christian album,

~E~~his _ _B9ck,

fundamentalist campus worker Jon

Reid Kennedy wrote:
Larry Norman has turned the vanity of the Beatles, the blasphemy
of the Rolling Stones, the existentialist wailing of the Doors, and
the drug-trip euphoria of Simon and Garfunkle into a joyful noise
unto God. And it doesn't require footnotes or CJ~bum cover interpretation to get the messa~e. The album proves that rock rhythm can,
and ought to be, redeemed.~9
Larry Norman also started the One
Hollyt-rood concerts and later in 1969

~vay

gesture in the early

copyrighted the sign 1rith artist

Lance Bowen, \,Tho created the original One 1vay poster.
became a hallmark of the movement.
probably

11

Acknmv-ledged by

20

!im~

The gesture
magazine as

the top solo artist in his field_, 11 Larry serves as a spokesman

to both the church and the press in explaining 1,.,.-hat the Jesus movement
is truly cbout.

21

BARRY McGUIRE
During the late sixties lli!d early seventies, several big name
singers came out for Christ.

Among them were Patti Stookey, Jolli!ny Cash,

Pat Boone, and Barry McGuire.

Of these, Barry McGuire had been the most

active singer and composer of Jesus movement music.
Barry gre1-v up in

Southern California.

He ivas twenty-five years

old before he got. into musi6, but once he began singing, it "Lias only
about a year before he was a star.

He started singing in night clubs

but it wasn't long before he vms asked to join the New Christy Minstrels.

l9Plow:rnan, op-cit., p. 109.
20
Larry Norman,
Records, Inc., 1972).
')1
'- Ibid.

~ootlef;?>: ·-A Do~'PID~~~.;sy:

(Van Nuys:

One

~vay
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Barry says he had 1-fanted to be an actor, hmvever, he decided to follow
wherever destiny led.

For someone who wasn't looking for a singing

career, circu.mstances 1v-ent exceptionally vJell.

In the Christy Minstrels,

HcGuire had concerts throughout the U.s. and abroad.
and television and even did a concert at the
Johnson.

~mite

They 1<rere on radio

House

for President

Barry helped write several of the songs that becarae hits for

the group such as "Green, Green 11 and

11

Greenback Dollars."

22

In January of 1965, McGuire quit the New Christy l:1Iinstrels.
By this time he had gone through enough money to know that i t did not
bring happiness.

He continued his

singing and recording.

career in shmv- business with more

He acted in two movies and then got the lead
11

in the Broadway musical,

Hair. 1123

Concerning

11

Hair" Barry said:

I thought 'Hair 1 was a breakthrough in tearing down the Judea-

Christian moral code. To be totally free, to get rid of all your
hangups, would leave you a bisexual. ~fuen I first saw the show
I thought it was a statement of total fref1dom--no black-white, no
male-female, no barriers--just total freedom to do 1-Jhatever grooved
you. 2h
After a fe1v months 1vith the shm-r, Barry began to dislike the
character he -vras playing.
management over money.

He also got into a disagreement with the

They were making $50,000 a 'ti!eek lvhile the

young actors in the show· were making a hundred a.11d fifty dollars a iieek.
Barry said that vias the last stratf,
then everything was a rip-off.

He figured if nHair 11 was a rip-off,

Barry quit nHairll and came back to

Los Angeles 1,rhere he got stoned for a year.

IVfcGuire had started using

marijuana in 1963 and by 1965 he was convinced that psychedelic drugs

22

Barry McGuire,
1974, p. 1.

23Ibid.
2Lr ..LOl
71 'd
,

11 To

Freedom and Life, l1 Free Love, February
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v.rere the key to inner tranquility and truth.

Instead of tranquility,

he f01.md Hithin himself jealousy, hatred, a.Yld greed.
stranger or1 the s·treet told hi_rn that Jesus loves him.
a Ne1'1T Testament and read it.

Then one day a
Barry got hold of

For a year he reacted int,ensely against.

·i>his message, and he said that he felt like Satan vJas offering him the
world in return for his sou1.

2

5

One year later, at the age of th:i.rt;y-

six, he turned down Satan 1 s offer and gave his life to Jesus Christ.
Some of Barry McGuire's background is reflected in a song he
1,rrote ealled "Pay the Piper.

11

You really got a lot of l1ig breaks
;\nd you went right to the top
I guess you thought your good times
'v,Tere never gorLTla stop
But for every song you sang
1L11d every tune you played
Did you kl10'i{ some day
You 1 re gorLTla have to p;1y the piper.
He '11 teach you a tricky ttme
That's sure to catch their ear
A melody 1,dth a harmony
The lJOrld Hill love to hear
But you better thinJ<:: twice
ll.b out the price
You knm·r some day
You're gonna have to pay the piper.
No-r,-v the shovT is ending
1\.nd everybody's going home
Some are gonna go with Jesus
Jmd some are gonna go alone
But for every song you've sung
!u~d eve~J tune you've played
Did you lmm.; some day
.
26
You're gonna have to pay the plper.
After Barry accepted Christ, he gave up music along >vi th everythill':

2
5charles JVIcPheeters,
p. 6.

11

Big J:.1ac Raps, 11 The End

~~'

March, 197L
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else.

He spent. a lot of time in :::rtiudying the Bible irl th a strong

discipleship group called

/tgape Force . 11 27

11

Barry tells about his ex-

perience -vdth the Holy Spirit in an intervie1v published in the Jesus
The End Times.

He says:

That 1 s i;vhen I really felt the Spirit of God~ He came i.11to me
that night, and really gave me the pm-rer to overcome my flesh, to
die to my flesh, and to be born again a new creature. . . . it has
been a steadily grmving learning experience no1-1 to walk in the
Spirit, hm.;r to -vraU:: in faith, learning hat·J to trust G9d in everything, and to knot.; that God is going to come through. ;:S
After about six months of grm·dng in the Lord, Barry started WTiting and
sil!ging again.

His songs, he said came from the Lord.

People started

asking him to si.11g, and since then he has been singing at university
concerts, church services, youth rallies, retreats, and street outreach
programs.

Barry 1 s songs often refleet the grmv:i.ng self -auareness of the

Jesus movement.

'Jesus PeopleH is an example of this type of song.

1

It

receives an enthusiastic response at Barry's concerts.
Have you had Jesus people knockin 1 on your door
Sa;y-i:n 1 things you've never heard before
lvell don 1 t ya get uptight
Things w'"ill be all right
Cause it vron 1 t be long
1~1 1 they'll be gone.
Say:i.n 1 th:i.rtgs you just don 1 t 1vant to hear
Singin 1 songs 1ceep ringin 1 jn your ear
Well don't be gett:i.n 1 mad
An 1 don 1 t be feeling bad
Cause it won't be Jong
An 1 -~re 111 be gone. 29
Those who knot·l Barry NcGuire say that he is a kind and humble
man.

He talks about Jesus to anyone viho -vdll listen.

27Barry HcGuire,

11

To Freedom and Life.

Barry gave up all

11

?8

--McPheeters, op-cit., p. 6.

f""\Q

c/Barry HcGuire, "Jesus PeopleJ 11 ~9~l::.~_Bri~~ (vlaco:

rJiyrrh, 1975).
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secular interests and sings only for the Lord.
called

11

He

wrote a song

Anyone But Jesus 11 in lvhich he expresses the intention of his

heart and the direction of his life.
I remember days of lonely living
Giving me pleasure, pain and pride
Guilty, shame and emptiness
Lord, a dead man lived inside me
But then you came into my night
flooded it T.dth your truth and light
Your gentle hands restored my sight
To save my life you were crucified.
I'm not gonna think about
I'm not gonna talk about
I 1 m not gorma sing; about
Anyone but Jesus . .)0

"O
.; Barry J:vicGuire,

1975).

11

Anyone But Jesus, 11 ::!:~. th~Brid~ {Waco: :Hyrrh,

Chapter VII
Jesus Communes

CHAPTER VII
JESUS COIYJMUNES
In

1971, the National Institute of Health estimated that about

three thousand communes existed in the United

States. 1

and styles are as varied as is Americ.an culture.

Their purposes

Com.munes of homo--

sexuals, drug freaks, ecology fanatics, group marriage experimenters,
and a m,;eeping range of religious advocates have all contributed
image of communal life.

to the

John H. Bennett, professor of anthropology

at \fashington University :Ln St. Louis, helps put the modern trend tp1'iard
group living into historical perspective.

He v:rrites:

The communitarian movement, no-v1 once more alive in our midst,
mobilizing our young, furrd.shing an 1 alternative, 1 is really the
oldest 'new·' social movement and the most traditional 1 experiment 1
in vJestern civilization. It has furnished inspiration and a social
alternative for two thousand years, and nearly al1-mys for the same
reasons. It is one response to the perennial grounds for social
dissent: resentment of hierarchy a.nd authority and privilege;
distrust of bureaucracy; disgust over hedonism and consumerism;
despair at v.rar and hate--all of those undesirable human qualities
so prominent in the \;[estern -vrorld, and getting worse, if He listen
to our critics.2
The alternative lifestyle offered :Ln communal life became an
integral part of the Jesus movement.

Some movement churches such as

Calvary Chapel established communal houses for ·their yoU11g converts.
Nany other houses were formed as Jesus people sought both deeper
commitment and spiritual belonging.

Je&~s

movement conmrunes vary li1

~·lilliam A. Greear, "Co:rn..munes, 11 (Book review presented to 1/Jestern
Evangelical Seminary, 1974), p. 1.
2

Vol.

4,

John TrJ. Bennett,
No. 3, p. 68.

11

The Challenge of
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their spiritual and social orientation.

The structure of some communes

strongly depends on authority of elders and submission of members.
are structured more loosely.
others do not.

Others

Some houses have a strict ti.me schedule;

Some communal households literally hold all things in

common while others allow for individual possessions and earnings.
Ho'tvever, all the communes are 'tvell-intentioned, sincere attempts to
establish a solid Christian alternative lifestyle.
CALVARY CHAPEL HOUSES
Calvary Chapel established co:m:mw.'lal houses to provj.de Christian
nurture

a11d

simple shelter for the many homeless street people who

found Jesus as a result of their ministry.
Chapel made the purpose of the houses clear,

A spokesman for Calvary
11

They are

Christian houses

for young people who are trying to get established in the H'ord. n 3
The houses have surpassed this goal and have become a form of missionary
outreach to the comnnn1ity.

Their open-door policy has allowed them to

reach out vJi th Ghrist 1 s message of love and acceptance.
The cmmnunal houses, w"i th names like l'1ansion Messiah and
Philadelphia House, are multiplying as many members leave to establish
their ovm communes. L Hembers of Calvary Chapel communes do not commit
themselves to a pennanent lifestyle; they stay for an average of two to
six months.

They attend church services at Calvary Chapel.

The houses

are co-ed, and each house is led by an elder, usually a young man in

3Ronald M. Enroth, The Jesus People (Grand Rapids: vlilliam B.
Eerdmans Publishing Co. , 1972), p. 90. -"--

4roid.
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of counter-culture Christianity.
the atmosphere is pleasant.
dining room.

Life at the Ranch is simple but

All members eat meals together i.11 a large

The leadership of the ranch has been stable and balanced.

The high rate of turnover in members suggests that many come to Lighthouse Ranch to establish themselves in their Christian faith rather than
to adopt commm1al living as a lifetime commitment.
The Lighthouse Ranch is part of a broader network of communes
and outreach programs :i.r1 such places as Anchorage, Alaska; Coqu:ille,
Oregon; and other areas of Califoxnia.

6

HARVEST HOUSE
Harvest House is a Jesus commune in the Haight-Ashbury area
of San Francisco.

This commune reflects the psychedelic atmosphere of

the neighborhood.

Visions

and prophetj_c dreams are commonplace in the

spiritual life of the comrau...Tle.

The theological orientation of Harvest

House is intensely apocalyptic and charismatic.

Despite their strong

mystical fascination, Harvest House produces practical outreach programs.
The

Q_racl~,

House.

a 1\fell-1-IT"itten undergrou...Tld Jesus paper,

:l.s

edited by Harvest

Their ne-Hest operation is a Christian health food restaurant

called Vege-Hut.7
The head of Harvest House Ministries, Inc., is Oliver Heath,
a former Golden Gate Baptist Seminary student.
the comnmne and provides mature leadership.

He is the pastor of

Some of the members of

this commune do not exhibit the spiritual maturity found at Pasadena

~ave

(Carol Stream:
7

and Neta Jackson, Living Together in a ~lorld Fall:ing Apart
Creation House;·-i97L):p:-293:--------------...___

'Enroth, op-cit., p. 219.
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House, but Harvest House follows a much more open door policy in accepting
members.

A visitor observed, "Our impression is that Harvest House

harbors young people ivho

1~ere

more deeply involved in the cow!ter--cu.l-

ture than most segments of the Jesus Hovement. 11
intellectual atmosphere of many Jesus communes,
scholastic and creative ability.
that

11

8

Contrary to the anti-

Har~vest

The authors of :£.he

House encourages

Jes~.

Pe:?_ele predict

there is good reason to hope that Harvest HmJ.se will achieve a
0

pattern of gro"rth paralleling that of Our }?ather 1 s Family. f l /

9r·bJ"d
.•
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CHA.PrER VIII
JESUS MOVE}1ENT THEOLOGY
In 1971, Brian Vachon -vrrote an article for
nThe Jesus Movement is Upon Us.

11

Loo~

entitled,

He opened v!ith this perceptive

observation:
A crusade---a massive, fundamentalist,, Christ-as-personal-Savior
revival--has caught hold in California, and it shmv-s every sign of'
sweeping East and becomj_ng a national preoccupation. It 1 s an oldtime, Bible-toting, 1-fitness-giving kj.nd of revival, and the ne"hv
evangelists are the young. They give their Christian messag!( vdth
cheerful dedication: Turn on t.o Jesus. He 1 s coming. Soon.-

This gospel message of the Jesus movement is doctrinally unsophisticated.
It is simple; some say even simplistic.

An evall:tation of the fu.11.darnen-

talist theology of the movement reveals seven basic characteristics.
CHRIST-CENTERED
"All the Christians agree Christ is the great common denominator
of ·:;he movement.

-Look.

2

He brings

one together, n

Brian Vachon in

Jesus i.s the essential focus of the movement.

ouotes an article from Time in his book,

Bi,llyGraham

~~~us Gene£~~!.~·

the centrality of Je:::m:::; jn the XPO'.tlW:unt, the

Concerning

said:

Jesus is alive and 1vell c:rn.d living in the radiant spiritual
fervor of a growing nu.mber of young Ameri~ans who have proclaimed
an extraordinary religious revolution in His Name. . . . If any one
mark clearly identifies them, it is their total belief in an at·resome,
supernatural Jesus Christ, not just a marvelous man 1,jho lived 2,000

~rian Vachon, "The Jesus Hovement Is Upon
9' 1971) ' p. 15 .
2
Ibid,' p. 19.
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Us, 11

(February
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years ago, but a living God VcTho
of their destinies.3

both Savior a:nd Judge, the Ruler

BIBLE-BASED
Wherever one looks -vrlthin the Jesus movement, the centralj_ty
of the

Bible is clearly seen.

A Life chronicle of the Jesus movement

reports, "Bibles abound, v7hether the fur-covered
back-pocket paperbacks; they are
.

.

o f t:.en memor:Lzec.
1

James Version or
well-thumbed and

,,Lt· Arthur Blessitt handed out tens of thousands of

copies of the Ne-v;r Testament.

The Christian 1,{orld Liberation

Front

paraphrased much of the New Testament into street jargon.
The Bibles viere not only seen, they ·t-rere studied.

Underground

Bible teaching and amwuncements of

Jesus newspapers abound

Bible

regular, sometimes nightly, Bible

studies.

Jviost Jesus co:m.munes

classes.

The almost exclusive emphasis of Cal-var-y Chapel is Bible teaching.

Life notes that Jesus people
~Jord

of God

11

see the Bible as the irrefutably accurate

. sol-ving all their problems from the cosmic to the

c

trivial. n:::>

EXPERIENCE-ORIID~TED

The Jesus people strongly emphasize a personal experience "t-rl"th
Jesus Christ.

Time says,

11

Their lives revolve around -tb.e necessity for

an :intense personal relationship "Hith that Jesus and the belief that
' a re 1 a t :Lonsnlp
·
· · snou...J..
' ·"~d cond J.• t :Lon
·
l·H'e.
sucn
every "l",.,.,an
1 "·"'
..~..~
• n

3 uThe New Rebel Cry:

6

They -vrere

Jesus is Corn:Lng!," Time, (June 21, 1971), p.

l!Billy Graham, The Jesus Generation (Grand Rapids: Zondervan
Publishing House, 1971)-;-p. 17.
)Ibid.

6 11

The Nevr Rebel Cry:

Jesus is Coming!," op-cit., p. )6.

56.
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looking for an experience so dynamic and po"Jerful that, there could be
no doubt about their salvation.

For this reason, they also looked for

out-v;rard manifestations such as tongues and ir>stantaneous drug addiction
cures.

Many of them had been disillusioned by church members to whom

Christianity was not a life-changing experi.ence.

Realizing the necessity

of thei.r relationship with Jesus Chrj_st being a visible entity in
lives, the nmv believers put actj_on into their faith.
rJe't-J Testament Christianity, some

to

became involved in ministries, and some

In their de
comnrunes, some

themselves in Jesus

movement churches.

HOLY SPIRIT EMPHASIS
A spiritual renaissance
' h e roo t o.f ..._·_,_ t' I! 7 The
at.. "G.

Larry Norman says of the Jesus movement,
is taking place today.

Ttne Ho1 y

s pJ.r:t
. . -'v- lS
.

11

gifts of the Holy Spirit have been in evidence throughout much of the
movement.

The notable exception to the charismatic influence -vrithin

the movement is the San Francisco Bay Area, -where the non-charismatic
Christian 1vorld Liberation Front and Peninsula Bible Church predominate,

8

Probably the three leaders 1\!'ho 1-;rere most strongly oriented tm-;rard a mystical
experience

i\ri th

the Holy Spj. ri t, such as to neue s,

, v--isions, and

prophecy, -vrere Linda Meissner, Lonnie Frisbee, and Breck Stevens.
Robert

Hunger, in Eternity, made the following obser,ration:

It baffles the systematic schemes of many staid theologians,
but there are manifestations of the Spirit's pouer among these
young people that ·t·mre thought to have died out -vr.i..th the apostles:

7

'Graham, op-cit., p. 18.

8
Honald N. Enroth, The Jesus People
B. Eerdmans Publishing Co, , -197.2),-p-~-rb'·:--

(Grand Rapids:

\\filliam

draJnatic healings, speaking in tongues, and a oualitv of love and
joy that gets through even to hardened nevrs reporter;. 9
T1io out of the three reporters on the Look team compiling the article,
llThe Jesus Movement Is Upon Us, H were con.verted as a result of the::i::r
association -vrith the movement, and t.he third reporter commented:
unquestionably Lhe most remarkable "tveek of my life.
socl!lding nm.s:tc I 1ve ever heard.

Hit is

They had the best

Eve17one vranted me to accept Christ too.

I haven 1 t decided yet, but I 1 m th:i..r1J(ing about it. 1110
DISCIPLESHIP
Amidst the buttons and banners and bumper stickers, the question
naturally arose, "Is the Jesus movement a fad? 11
by churchman Harlin Van Elderen of vrorshipping
cheap--grace quick fix, the ea.sy ansvrer. 1111
movement 11ere furthered by connnerc:lalis:m..
People

't·rrist~rmtches

for

.9r:'

:_).

12

11

~~as

accused

a hip Jesus of the

The faddish aspects of the
One church marketed Jesus

There are admittedly many young

effect Hho joined the movement vlith no serious

caught up :l.n the

, but generally the Jesus movement ls
attempt at

The movement

to be an earJwst

discipleship.

Time reporter
a
1

y0'\.1
trip'basis.

the feeling that most people are not into this on another
It 1 s more than a fad.n 13

The Time article concluded that

9Ibid., p. 205.
10
Graham, op-cit. , p. lL.

Church (Elgin:
l?

---Ibid., p. 123.
1"

--'roid., p. 125.

David C.

a minor element in the :movement,

I'TaS

i+

vrelcome

~.,..

v'

lf

said Billy Graham.

11

If it is a fad, I

Jack Sparks, of the Christian ·world

Sure, some of t-hem don 1 t
in their
lives,
just
is true of some church
Yes, so:me
and
go back to ·s-rhat they w·ere into. But tha.t lsn 1 t the case w:Lth most
of the
·we have seen co:me to Jesus ;J.nd have
after
day. Jlfost are
up to the
of lHe instead of
the first. time in their lives. Their desire for
to God and to hav~c:'their lives reflect Htm to others really sho~rs,
They are serious . J.j

Host Jesus kids are concerned
of their
new brothers 2.nd sisters. They explain
·what it means to
belong to Christ; they 1-rork the new ones into a B:ible study i'rhere
they can learn d:isc:ipleship and vJatch them to see H their decision
for
is
or
"1-rords. The Jesus kids are zealous,
but most of them are also concerned that people really do meet Jesus,
not just learn words about Jesus. Their experienc;e with the church
has taught them the da..YJ.ger of easy
lo
SOCL~L

RESPONSIBILITY
rather than a

The Jesus movement embraces a
social

Individual conversion is strongly emphasized over social

mvareness, an attitude which is partj.cularly noticable in the
Free

of the

The Jesus

xnore involved in

:issues.

Hop.y~rood

area, hov<ever, did become

In amn·mr to a letter in the

In

coJJmmn of gight On complaining of lack of social perspective among Jesus
people, the

~:ight

On staff

"The Ne1tT Rebel Cry:

Jesus Is Coming! 11 ,

. ' p.

59.

lr::'

:JPlow111an, op-cit.. , p. 126.
C. Palms, 'rhe Jesus Kids

1971)' p.

Press,

86
I guess you missed our last issue. In it we devoted a full page
to an ecology cartoon and armo1L'1ced the Alliance for the Preservation
of Han, a group which T·lill 1 produce survival literature and form
ecological action groups. 1 As far as the war goes, ;;-re spent. a "V'Jhole
v-reek preparing for the Horatorium
demonstrations and participated
in the :March on Satu.rday. Members of our family came from as far
as Los tmgeles to help us pass out thousands of leaflets and a special
JVIoratorium issue of Right On. vve are concerned about the problems lfuich
man has created. Bu~f just~-talldng about t.he symptoms 1von 1 t solve the
basic problem. T:Je 1-rant to change the 1 faulty components 1 vJh:i..ch make
up a faulty society--the human components.l7
The Jesus :movement has been responsible for personally feeding,
clothing, housing, and caring for many persons in need.
human nature, they hope to redeem social ills.

In

By redeeming

!~1-J

1'1Ient!:l:lit;y:,

John Charles Cooper forsees a moral change :LYl America "tvhich
revolution of attitudes rather than actions.

~.Jill

be a

He sees a s-v1ing from nconcern

for principles and institutions to a concern for persons and one 1 s re-

18

lationship to persons. n-

Charles Reich, in

~he Gree.~i.?g

of

1Ul~~r;!-_~:=::,

predicts a new kind of revolution originating 1-Jith the individual.

He

says this revolution i•rill change the political structure and it vdll not
require violence to succeed.

19 The Jesus movement hopes to che. .nge the

1vorld through this kind of personal revolution,
APOCALYPTIC
The Jesus movement is intensely apocalyptic.

From Larry Norman's

song, HI \·lish "ive 1 d All Been Ready, 11 to handbills passed out on Hollpmod
Boulevard readil.1.g,

11

Repent now.

Jesus is coming soon, 11 the mood of the

end times permeates the Je:s'Us movement.

l7The Right On staff,
Press, 1971), ]J:-·-37 .-·-

The Jesus net.vspapers abmmd with

Jh~~t Peopl~

18Plm{IDan, op-cit., p. 128.
19Ibid.

(Valley Forge:

Judson

on the soon return. of

if we are

believe that the ret:urr1 of
is
can say the day and the hour. If you
Jesus People
would say three
not very
that it 1 s 011.r
20
Chuck Smith of

Chapel

the last

.. I
• No one

in the
years, That 1 s
the

agrees:

The last days are
the
of God is
out upon us.
It's
to
The
is full of
utterances t..Jhich described
1 s really
tirr1es, and l-Je can see that the
of chaotic, bad ways. You want to call it s:in. That's \i,Jhat
Bible would call
It 1 s
in the Bible t,hat. the
t
upon all men, and I believe that
that it t,ron ; t be
vJe see the

2

~nroth, op-cit., p. 180.

21

.
Ib2d., p. 180,81.
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CONCLUSION

The youthful counter

in :recent years has moved

f:ro.m streets and into books, av-my
plation. 111

11

and ta¥rard contem--

The Jesus movement; has evolved :i:n. much the same ivay,

Thc:!Le

is -vdt,hin the movement less emphasis on
Bible study.
and

r~ral

church.
~fise,

and

Large segments of t,he movement disappeared into co1m:r.rtmes

areas.

Some

became absorbed into the established

Host, of the early leaders of the

young men

Ted

have established the.msel ves in the Christian faith.

to

Ed-vrard Plmrman,
They still are turned on to Christ, they still have a strong
inclination to be engaged it'!
service, they remain personoriented in their concept of :mL11.istry, they have become identified
-vn:th an organized church, and they are ivork:L11.g hard to support '·their
families. 2
had aL11ost

Until the Jesus movement began, the church as a
completely ignored the youth of the counter

helped open the eyes of many churches ai1.d brought about a neu a-vrareness
of the need to take the good ne-vm of Jesus to all men.

Sierra Jviadre

Congregational Church in Sierra 11adre, California, has had an a!llazjr.tgly
effective m:L11.istry to the local counter cultm·e without :miKilll.izing its
mm traditional church functions,

The success

this small

ty

~d'0mrd E. Plot:iman, rrr,fuatever Happened to the Jesus I1ovement? 11
9h_!.:i:_st~an~~day,
(October 23, 1975), p. 46.
2.,...
lOl'd •

serves as an

of openness and flexibility.

The cumulative effect of the Jesus movement may not be seen for
a nu.mber of years.
rnany are

their

Those converted in the .movement are still ymmg and

to come :into positions
may be, it seems certain that these nevi foJ.low·ers

of Christ 1dll be heard.
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